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Abstract

We introduce a singular chain intersection homology theory which generalizes that
of King and which agrees with the Deligne sheaf intersection homology of Goresky and
MacPherson on any topological stratified pseudomanifold, compact or not, with con-
stant or local coefficients, and with traditional perversities or superperversities (those
satisfying p̄(2) > 0). For the case p̄(2) = 1, these latter perversitie were introduced
by Cappell and Shaneson and play a key role in their superduality theorem for em-
beddings. We further describe the sheafification of this singular chain complex and its
adaptability to broader classes of stratified spaces.
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1 Introduction

We fulfill two primary goals, each with the aim of providing some geometrical underpinnings

of intersection homology theory, which is an important tool in the study of stratified spaces

with broad-reaching applications in algebraic geometry and representation theory (see [16]):

The first goal is to generalize the singular chain intersection homology of King [15] to

provide a singular chain theory that yields the same intersection homology modules as the

Goresky-MacPherson Deligne sheaf theoretic approach when the perversity parameters are

superperversities. Sheaf-theoretic intersection homology with this type of perversity param-

eter (satisfying p̄(2) ≥ 1) plays a crucial role, for example, in the superduality theorem of

Cappell and Shaneson [4]. While the King singular chain approach can be used to define

superperverse intersection homology with constant coefficients, the resulting modules do not

agree with those obtained via the standard Goresky-MacPherson sheaf model of intersection

homology, and, furthermore, the pre-existing singular chain theory does not readily extend

to the important case of superperverse intersection homology with local coefficients. We here

provide a version of the singular chain theory whose intersection homology modules agree

with those of the sheaf model for both constant and local coefficients.

Our second goal, which we achieve simultaneously, is to demonstrate that our singular

chain model also provides the correct sheaf theoretic intersectional homology modules for

traditional perversities, even on non-compact topological pseudomanifolds. It had been con-

jectured by King [15] that such a singular chain model should exist; we here provide the

details.

The existence of a satisfactory singular chain intersection homology theory enables the

extension of superperverse intersection homology to more general filtered spaces, such as

Quinn’s manifold weakly stratified spaces [22, 21]), and, in fact, provides a reasonable

(though non-axiomatic) way to define intersection chain sheaves on such spaces. See Remark

3.6, below, for more details.
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1.1 Background

In order to clarify the goals of this paper, some historical remarks are in order to place our

results in context.

Intersection homology, as first introduced by Goresky and MacPherson [9], was defined

initially only on compact piecewise linear (PL) stratified pseudomanifolds (a detailed defi-

nition of these and other relevant spaces is provided in Section 2.1, below). Working with

fixed stratifications, intersection homology was defined as the homology of an intersection

chain complex, given in terms of simplicial chains satisfying certain allowability conditions,

restricting the dimensions of their intersections with the various strata. These allowability

restrictions were determined by a fixed traditional perversity function, i.e. a function p̄ from

N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} to N such that p̄(0) = p̄(1) = p̄(2) = 0 and p̄(k) ≤ p̄(k + 1) ≤ p̄(k) + 1

for each k ≥ 2. For technical reasons, these simplicial chains actually live in the direct limit

over all compatible triangulations of the pseudomanifold, although it was later shown by

Goresky and MacPherson in the appendix to [18] that the definition could be made with

respect to a fixed triangulation provided it is flaglike with respect to the stratification (in

particular, choosing any triangulation compatible with the stratification and then subdivid-

ing barycentrically provides a sufficient triangulation). In this incarnation, all chains have

compact supports. This context was sufficient for Goresky and MacPherson to achieve their

famed duality result that if X is a compact n-dimensional stratified pseudomanifold and p̄

and q̄ are complementary perversities satisfying p̄(k) + q̄(k) = k − 2, then there is an inter-

section pairing I p̄Hi(X)⊗ I q̄Hn−i(X) → Z that is nondegenerate upon tensoring all groups

with the rationals Q.

In order to show that the intersection homology groups they had constructed are topo-

logical invariants and thus, in particular, independent of choice of stratification, Goresky and

MacPherson then turned to sheaf theory in [10]. Here it is shown that, on a PL stratified

pseudomanifold (not necessarily compact), if one instead begins with locally-finite simpli-

cial intersection chains, one can form a complex of sheaves of germs of intersection chains.

This sheaf is based upon the presheaf whose sections over the open subspace U are the

locally-finite intersection chains on U . The intersection homology groups now appear as the

hypercohomology of this complex of sheaves. On a compact pseudomanifold one obtains

exactly the same groups as before, while on a non-compact pseudomanifold one attains a

Borel-Moore type version of intersection homology theory (though the compact theory can

also be recovered via hypercohomology with compact supports). In addition, this sheaf

complex is quasi-isomorphic to one suggested by Deligne whose quasi-isomorphism type can

be completely described axiomatically and, even better, by a set of axioms independent of

the particular choice of stratification. These properties were then utilized to demonstrate

topological invariance of the intersection homology groups, which can now be recognized as

the hypercohomology of this Deligne sheaf.

The sheaf-theoretic formulation of intersection homology theory allowed the introduction

of two important generalizations:

1. The Deligne sheaf can be defined on topological stratified pseudomanifolds and the ax-

iomatic characterizations continue to demonstrate topological invariance of intersection
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homology in this setting

2. The Deligne sheaf can also be constructed beginning with a system of local coefficients

which needs only be defined on the top dense manifold stratum of the pseudomanifold.

This local coefficient theory gives up some of the topological invariance (though we

maintain such invariance with respect to stratifications compatible with the domain of

definition of the coefficient system - see [2]). Nonetheless, it provides a much richer the-

ory allowing one, for example, to obtain invariants of embeddings of pseudomanifolds

(see [4, 8]).

As is well known (see, e.g. [16] for a historical survey), the sheafified version of intersection

homology theory has gone on to become an important tool not only in topology, but in

algebraic geometry, representation theory, and the general theory of self-dual and perverse

sheaves.

A proof of the topological invariance of intersection homology not involving sheaves was

then given by King in [15]. This was done by introducing a chain complex of compactly

supported singular intersection chains, again defined by their allowability with respect to

a perversity function. With this definition, intersection homology with fixed coefficients

can, in fact, be defined on any filtered space, and King demonstrated topological invariance

on the class of locally conelike topological stratified sets. He also proved this invariance

without requiring that p̄(0) = p̄(1) = p̄(2) = 0, though the other condition on perversities

must be maintained. King notes that on a compact PL pseudomanifold, this singular chain

theory agrees with the original PL theory of Goresky and MacPherson [9], and hence for

traditional perversities (p̄(0) = p̄(1) = p̄(2) = 0), it also agrees with the sheaf theory on such

spaces. He then conjectured the possibility of modifying the singular chain theory to obtain

a complex of sheaves satisfying the axioms of the Goresky-MacPherson-Deligne sheaf and

thus demonstrating that the singular chain and sheaf approaches provide the same theory

in the topological category even on non-compact spaces. We provide such a sheaf complex,

built from singular chains, in this paper.

At this point, it is necessary to say a few words about superperversities, those perversities

for which p̄(2) ≥ 1. The case p̄(2) = 1, for example, plays a key role in the intersection homol-

ogy superduality theorem of Cappell and Shaneson [4], which generalize Milnor’s theorem for

duality of infinite cyclic covers [19]. For such perversities and for constant coefficients, there

is no difficulty in extending the definition of either the Goresky-MacPherson-Deligne sheaf

or the King singular intersection chain complex. However, the resulting theories no longer

agree, even on compact stratified PL pseudomanifolds. This can be observed as follows: In

[4], using the sheaf theoretic version of the theory, Cappell and Shaneson demonstrate that

if K is a locally-flat knot in Sn, C is the complement of an open tubular neighborhood of

K, and Λ is a certain local coefficient system defined on the complement of K, then for

p̄(2) = 1, I p̄Hi(S
n; Λ) ∼= Hi(C, ∂C; Λ). In particular, I p̄H0(S

n; Λ) = 0. This is impossible in

any geometrically defined non-relative compact chain theory since any single point 0-simplex

cannot bound. It is further demonstrated by the author in [8] that even on S2 with constant

Z coefficients and a stratification ∗ ⊂ S2, the PL intersection chain sheaf does not satisfy

the Deligne sheaf axioms if we use superperversities. Hence there is a need to reconcile the
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geometric theory with the sheaf-theoretic one. In the local coefficient case, there is also the

need to define exactly what one means by a geometric intersection chain complex, since now

one must contend with i − 1 or i faces of i simplices that can lie in the singular locus in

which no coefficient is defined.

In [11], Habegger and Saper, also working in the category of locally conelike topologi-

cal stratified spaces, presented a generalization of the Deligne sheaf construction which on

PL pseudomanifolds and with constant coefficients provides hypercohomology modules that

agree with the PL chain definition of intersection homology even for superperversities. They

generalized further to codimension ≥ c intersection cohomology theories defined with coef-

ficients in a sheaf constructible with respect to some stratification of the space. Thus one

can say that Habegger and Saper provide a sheaf version of the PL chain theory. We will

take somewhat the opposite tack in finding a singular chain theory that when “sheafified”

provides the same results as the pre-existing sheaf theory on topological pseudomanifolds.

We can also extend to yet a broader class of spaces. In [21], Quinn extended the study

of constant coefficient compact singular chain intersection homology to manifold weakly

stratified spaces and demonstrated independence of stratification. On such spaces, local

properties are specified not by topological conditions but by homotopy data. Hence singular

chains seem to present a more natural approach then sheaf theory, as compactly supported

intersection homology is a stratified homotopy type invariant (a proof of this long-standing

folk theorem is provided by the author in [7]). Thus our approach seems to be a reasonable

candidate for extending superperverse intersection homology to such spaces so as to obtain

a theory most closely resembling the sheaf version of the theory on pseudomanifolds. In

fact, our approach extends easily to any filtered space, though of course we make no claim

to topological invariance on such general spaces.

To summarize then, the singular chain intersection homology theory presented in this

paper achieves the following goals:

• We provide a singular chain intersection homology theory that is well-defined both for

traditional perversities and for more general perversities (including superperversities)

on compact or non-compact spaces and with constant coefficients or local coefficients.

• On paracompact topological pseudomanifolds (compact or not, constant or local coef-

ficients) and for traditional perversities, our intersection homology modules agree with

those obtained by the Goresky-MacPherson-Deligne sheaf process.

• On paracompact topological pseudomanifolds (compact or not, constant or local coeffi-

cients) and for superperversities satisfying p̄(2) = 1, our intersection homology modules

agree with those utilized by Cappell and Shaneson in their superduality theorem.

• There is a reasonable geometric extensions of our singular chain theory to any filtered

space, and furthermore, on paracompact filtered Hausdorff spaces, our theory “sheafi-

fies” in the sense that the intersection homology modules can be described both in

terms of homology modules of a singular chain complex or as the hypercohomology

modules of a homotopically fine sheaf. Thus we provide a (non-axiomatic) sheaf model

for intersection homology on such spaces.
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1.2 Outline

In Section 2 - Chains, we introduce our version of the singular intersection chain complex

and study its properties. Section 2.1 contains the definitions of the types of spaces we

will consider, and Section 2.2contains some notation concerning singular chain complexes.

In Section 2.3, we first recall the construction of the singular intersection chain complex

of King [15] and then discuss the generalizations necessary to work with local coefficients.

In Subsection 2.3.1, we introduce a stratified coefficient system G0 determined by a given

system of local coefficient G on the complement of the singular locus of a filtered space,

and we define intersection homology with coefficients in G0. It will be intersection homology

with coefficients in G0 that allows us to obtain intersection homology modules isomorphic to

superperverse Deligne-sheaf intersection homology modules with coefficients in G. Section

2.3 also contains subsections on relative intersection homology (Section 2.3.2), the stratified

homotopy type independence of compactly supported intersection homology (Section 2.3.3),

the stratification dependence of superperverse intersection homology (Subsection 2.3.4), and

intersection homology with more general “loose” perversities (Section 2.3.5).

In Section 2.4, we show that the intersection homology class of an allowable chain is

invariant under appropriate subdivisions, while in Section 2.5, we demonstrate excision for

intersection homology by proving the key result (Proposition 2.9) that the singular intersec-

tion chain complex is chain homotopy equivalent to the intersection complex with supports

in a locally-finite cover. This proposition also plays an important role in the proof, in

Section 3, that the sheaf built from our singular intersection chains is homotopically fine.

Finally, Section 2.6 contains computations of the intersection homology of products, cones,

and distinguished neighborhoods.

In Section 3 - Sheaves, we turn to sheaf theory and show that our singular intersection

chain complex sheafifies to a sheaf whose hypercohomology agrees with both the homology

of the singular chain complex and, on topological pseudomanifolds, the hypercohomology of

the Goresky-MacPherson-Deligne sheaf. Section 3.1 contains the basic construction and a

demonstration that the sheaf we obtain is homotopically fine. In Section 3.2, we study the

behavior of our intersection chain sheaf under restrictions to subspaces; in particular, we

show that the restriction to an open subspace is quasi-isomorphic to the intersection chain

sheaf of that subspace. Section 3.3 contains the verification of the agreement of the singular

chain intersection homology the Deligne sheaf hypercohomology on pseudomanifolds. Lastly,

in Section 3.4, we indicate how superperverse intersection homology may be computed on

PL pseudomanifolds via direct use of simplicial chains.

2 Chains

2.1 Filtered spaces and stratified topological pseudomanifolds

In this section, we recall the definitions of the spaces in which we will be most interested.

A filtered space is a topological space, X, together with a collection of closed subspaces

∅ = X−1 ⊂ X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Xn−1 ⊂ Xn = X.
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If we want to emphasize both the space and the filtration, we will refer to the filtered space

(X, {X i}). Note that X i = X i+1 is possible. We will refer to n as the (filtered) dimension of

X and to Xn−k as the n−k skeleton or the codimension k skeleton. The sets Xi = X i−X i−1

are the strata of X. We call a space either unfiltered or unstratified if we do not wish to

consider any filtration on it (equivalently, X = Xn and X i = ∅, i < n).

If X is a filtered space, there is a canonical filtration of X×Rk by (X×Rk)i+k = X i×Rk.

If cX denotes the open cone X× [0, 1)/(x, 0) ∼ (y, 0), there is a canonical filtration of cX so

that (cX)i+1 = X i× (0, 1) for i ≥ 0 and (cX)0 is the cone point. If X = ∅, then by definition

c(X) is a point x stratified as c(X) = (c(X))0 = x. Unless otherwise specified, all cones and

products with Rk of filtered spaces are assumed to be given these canonical filtrations. Note

that this dimensional indexing differs from the more codimensional indexing of [7].

A filtered Hausdorff space X is an n-dimensional topological stratified pseudomanifold if

1. Xn−1 = Xn−2, in which case Xn−2 is referred to as the singular locus and denoted by

Σ,

2. Xk = Xk −Xk−1 is either a topological manifold of dimension k or it is empty,

3. X −Xn−2 = X − Σ is dense in X,

4. for each point x ∈ Xn−k = Xn−k −Xn−k−1, there exists a distinguished neighborhood

N of x such there is a compact topological stratified pseudomanifold L (called the link

of the component of the stratum Xn−k), a filtration

L = Lk−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ L0 ⊃ L−1 = ∅,

and a homeomorphism

φ : Rn−k × c(L) → N

that takes Rn−k × c(Lk−j−1) onto Xn−j.

A filtered Hausdorff space X is an n-dimensional piecewise-linear (PL) stratified pseu-

domanifold if X is a PL space, each X i is PL subspace, and, in the preceding definition, we

replace topological manifolds with PL manifolds and homeomorphisms with PL homeomor-

phisms.

A space is called simply an n-dimensional topological pseudomanifold or an n-dimensional

PL pseudomanifold if it can be endowed with the structure of a, respectively, topological or

PL stratified pseudomanifold. Intersection homology is known to be a topological invariant

of such spaces; in particular, it is invariant under choice of stratification (see [10, 2, 15]).

If X and Y are two filtered spaces, we call a map f : X → Y stratum-preserving if the

image of each component of a stratum of X lies in a stratum of Y (compare [22]). In general,

it is not required that strata of X map to strata of Y of the same (co)dimension. However,

if f preserves codimension then f will induce a well-defined map on intersection homology

(see [7, Prop. 2.1]). We call f a stratum-preserving homotopy equivalence if there is a

stratum-preserving map g : Y → X such that fg and gf are stratum-preserving homotopic

to the identity (where the filtration of X × I is given by the collection (X × I)i = X i−1× I).
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We will sometimes denote the stratum-preserving homotopy equivalence of X and Y by

X ∼sphe Y and say that X and Y are stratum-preserving homotopy equivalent or s.p.h.e.

Stratum-preserving homotopy equivalences induce intersection homology isomorphisms [7].

2.2 Singular chains and related concepts

Our most basic terms concerning singular chains should correspond to the standard concepts

(see, e.g., [20, §29]):

Let ∆i denote the standard affine i-simplex. A singular i-simplex in a space X is a

continuous map σ : ∆i → X. The image of a singular simplex is also referred to as its

support |σ|. Coefficients of singular simplices will be defined in more detail below in Section

2.3, dependent upon the particular homology theory under consideration, but all coefficients

will either be elements of a fixed module or certain lifts to bundles of modules. A finite

i-chain ξ is a finite linear combination
∑

j njσj of singular i-simplices σj together with their

coefficients nj. A locally-finite i-chain is a perhaps infinite formal sum
∑

njσj with the

restriction that every point in X possesses a neighborhood such that all but a finite number

of simplices with support intersecting the neighborhood have 0 coefficient (or equivalently

are omitted from the sum). The support of a chain |ξ| is the union of the supports of its

simplices with non-zero coefficients; the support of a finite chain is always compact.

The collections of finite or infinite i chains form abelian groups in the usual way. With

coefficient system G these will be denoted Cc
i (X;G) or C∞

i (X;G), respectively. For state-

ments that hold for both finite and locally-finite chain groups, we will generally use the

generic notation Ci(X;G). Boundary homomorphisms are given by the usual formula.

If ξ =
∑

njσj is a chain and τ is a face of a singular simplex σj such that nj 6= 0 then

by the star of τ we mean the chain
∑

nkσk, where the sum is taken over all σk that have τ

as a face.

2.3 Intersection homology

Here we review the basic definitions of singular intersection homology and introduce the

coefficient system G0.

A perversity is a function p̄ : Z≥1 → Z such that p̄(k) ≤ p̄(k+1) ≤ p̄(k)+1. A perversity

is traditional if p̄(1) = p̄(2) = 0; these are the perversities originally employed by Goresky

and MacPherson in their first definition of intersection homology [9]. A perversity is a su-

perperversity if p̄(2) > 0. Study of nontraditional perversities occurs in a variety of sources,

e.g. [15, 11]. Our specific interest in superperversities stems from the key role of superper-

versities with p̄(2) = 1 in the superduality theorem of Cappell and Shaneson [4]. Unless

otherwise specified, all perversities will be either traditional perversities or superperversities.

See Section 2.3.5, below, for discussion of more general perversities.

Singular intersection chains on a filtered space X were first studied by King in [15]. For

a constant coefficient module G, the intersection chain complex I p̄Cc
∗(X; G) is a subcomplex

of Cc
∗(X; G) defined as follows: An i-simplex is called p̄ allowable if σ−1(Xn−k) is contained

in the i − k + p̄(k) skeleton of ∆i, and an i-chain ξ is p̄ allowable if each singular simplex
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in ξ and ∂ξ is p̄ allowable. N.B. any singular simplex with 0 coefficient is not considered in

deciding allowability of a chain. The intersection homology groups of King are then defined

by I p̄Hc
∗(X; G) = H∗(I p̄Cc

∗(X; G)).

An equivalent formulation of coefficients in the constant module G is to consider each

coefficient ni of a simplex σi as a lift of σi to the ni section of the trivial bundle of modules

X × G over X. Of course this approach readily generalizes to any bundle of coefficient

modules G defined over X - a coefficient of σ is a lift of σ to the bundle G and group

operations are carried out continuously stalk-wise. This is the approach to homology with

local coefficients espoused, for example, in Hatcher [12].

Now suppose, however, that X is a topological pseudomanifold and that p̄ is a traditional

perversity. It is well known [10] that to define a p̄ intersection homology theory on X

with local coefficients, it is only necessary to specify a coefficient system G on X − Σ, the

complement of the singular locus. From the simplicial or singular chain point of view, this is

essentially due to the fact that the allowability conditions on simplices in intersection chains

prevent them from intersecting the singular locus except in their codimension-two skeleta,

so boundary maps remain well-defined on coefficients. In this case, intersection homology

need no longer be a topological invariant, although it will be for restratifications that are

properly adapted to the coefficient system (see [2, §V.4] for details).

Under the assumptions of the preceding paragraph, we redefined the coefficient of a

simplex slightly in [7] to be a lift only of ∆i −∆i,i−2, the complement of the i − 2 skeleton

of ∆i. This was sufficient to obtain a well-defined intersection chain complex since the

allowability conditions force each σ(∆i) to intersect Σ only in σ(∆i,i−2). Hence it is possible

to lift ∆i−∆i,i−2 to G and to take boundaries in a reasonable way: for each i−1-face of each

singular i-simplex in a prospective chain, we can lift at least its interior to G and perform

the standard group operations in this interior.

However, as noted by the author in [8], it is not clear for superperversities how to define

singular intersection homology with local coefficients defined only on X − Σ. If p̄(2) = 1,

the codimension 1 faces of simplices may now dip into the singular locus Σ, and for higher

superperversities, entire simplices may be allowed in Σ. In order to remedy this situation,

it is necessary to extend the coefficients in some way into the singular set along with the

chains. For this we utilize a stratified coefficient system G0, defined below. It is singular

chain intersection homology with coefficients in G0 that will eventually recover for us sheaf

intersection homology with coefficients in G. (We note that in the sheaf version of the theory,

there is no difficulty in extending to non-traditional perversities - one just follows the Deligne

process [10, 2, 4].)

2.3.1 The coefficients G0.

Suppose X is a filtered space and that a local coefficient system G of R modules is given on

X−Xn−1. We define G0 to consist of the pair of coefficient systems defined by G on X−Xn−1

and the constant 0 system on Xn−1. Given a singular simplex σ : ∆ → X, a coefficient lift of

σ is then defined by a lift of σ|σ−1(X−Xn−1) to G together with the trivial “lift” of σ|σ−1(Xn−1)

to the 0 section Xn−1×0 of the 0 system on Xn−1. A coefficient of a simplex σ is considered
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to be the 0 coefficient if it maps each point of ∆ to the 0 section of one of the coefficient

systems. Note that if σ−1(X −Xn−1) is path connected, then a coefficient lift of σ to G0 is

completely specified by the lift at a single point of σ−1(X −Xn−1) by the lifting extension

property for G. In particular, for any traditional perversity or superperversity with p̄(1) = 0,

the image of the interior of any allowable simplex σ must lie in X − Xn−1 and thus σ will

have non-trivial coefficient lifts to G over, at least, this interior (in fact, the set of lifts of σ

is in bijective correspondence to the set of elements of the stalk G of G over any point in the

image of this interior).

Now we can define the intersection chain complex I p̄Cc
∗(C;G0). In this case we still define

a singular simplex σ : ∆i → X to be allowable if σ−1(Xn−k − Xn−k−1) is contained in the

i−k+p̄(k) skeleton of ∆i, but we define a coefficient n of σ in G0 to be a lift of σ−1(X−Xn−1)

to G, while the set σ−1(Σ) carries the zero coefficient lift over Xn−1. The boundary of nσ

is given by the usual formula ∂(nσ) =
∑

j(−1)j(n ◦ ij)(σ ◦ ij), where ij : ∆i−1 → ∆i is the

jth face map. Here n ◦ ij should be interpreted as the restriction of n to the jth face of

σ, restricting the lift to G where possible and restricting to 0 otherwise. Of course the sign

(−1)j multiplies the coefficient stalkwise. The boundary operator is extended from simplices

to chains by linearity. I p̄Cc
∗(C;G0) is then the complex of finite chains ξ =

∑
niσi such

that each simplex in ξ and ∂ξ is p̄ allowable. Again, we note that any simplex with a zero

coefficient is removed from the chain (or its boundary chain) and is not taken into account

for allowability considerations. In particular, a boundary face of a simplex in an allowable

chain may not be allowable, so long as this boundary face “cancels out” of the boundary of

the chain.

We should check that I p̄Cc
∗(X;G0) forms a legitimate chain complex, i.e. that the bound-

ary of an allowable chain is allowable and that ∂2 = 0. So let ξ ∈ I p̄Cc
i (X;G0). Since

ξ is allowable, we know that the i − 1 simplices in ∂ξ with non-zero coefficients must be

allowable. So to show that ∂ξ is allowable, it suffice to show that ∂2ξ = 0, which is certainly

allowable. But of course the operator ∂2 is 0 by purely formal considerations, stemming from

its definition.

So the allowable chains with respect to either a traditional perversity or a superperver-

sity p̄ and coefficient system G0 do form a chain complex I p̄Cc
∗(X;G0), and we denote its

homology I p̄Hc
∗(X;G0). N.B. Throughout the paper, I p̄H∗ or IH∗ will always refer to the

homology of the intersection chain complex defined in this section. Goresky-MacPherson

intersection homology will be denoted in later sections as the hypercohomology of the Deligne

sheaf H∗(P∗).
The above discussion applies equally well to locally-finite, perhaps infinite, chain com-

plexes, and so we can also define I p̄C∞
∗ (X;G0) and I p̄H∞

∗ (X;G0). We will continue to use

the notation I p̄C∗(X;G0) and I p̄H∗(X;G0) in arguments that apply to both the complexes

of finite and locally-finite chains.

It is also important to notice that if p̄ is a traditional perversity and Xn−1 = Xn−2 (in

particular if X is a pseudomanifold), then for any allowable i-simplex σ, σ−1(Σ) will be

contained in the codimension 2 skeleton of ∆i, so, in particular, the interior of ∆i and the

interiors of its i − 1 faces can always be given non-zero coefficient lifts. We then see that

the chain complex obtained agrees completely with that for intersection homology with local
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coefficients in G as defined in [7]. Thus the following result follows immediately from the

definitions, though we dub it a proposition simply to call attention to it.

Proposition 2.1. If p̄ is a traditional perversity and Xn−1 = Xn−2, then I p̄C∗(X;G0) =

I p̄C∗(X;G).

In particular, in all of our following computations involving I p̄C∗(X;G0) and I p̄H∗(X;G0),

if p̄ is a traditional perversity and Xn−1 = Xn−2, we recover (or obtain!) results about

I p̄C∗(X;G) and I p̄H∗(X;G). For this reason, and also because we will show that I p̄H∗(X;G0)

agrees with sheaf intersection homology on pseudomanifolds if p̄ is a superperversity, we will

primarily restrict discussion in this paper to coefficients G0, even if G can be extended to

higher codimension strata of X. However, all results of this paper except for those involving

explicit computations of intersection homology modules remain valid if we replace G0 by

other appropriate extensions of G, in particular if G = G is a constant coefficient module.

We leave the necessary modifications of the computational results of Section 2.6 to the

interested reader.

Remark 2.2. Our approach to superperverse intersection homology via a pair of coefficient

systems is somewhat foreshadowed by that of MacPherson in his unpublished monograph

[17]. His procedure is to define the intersection chain complex on Whitney stratified spaces

via locally-finite chains on the complement of the singular locus X − Σ, which, in effect,

gives 0 boundaries to chains that “fall off the end” of X −Σ into Σ. However, this approach

is developed not with singular chains but with certain “good” classes of geometric chains;

furthermore, even on compact spaces, there is the necessity of working with locally-finite

infinite chains. Our intersection chain complex has the potential advantage of requiring the

use only of finite singular chains on compact spaces, and our singular chains are actually

allowed to intersect the singular locus, if permitted to do so by the allowability conditions.

Our approach also treats a broader class of spaces than considered in [17].

Remark 2.3. It is worth pointing out that, even with constant coefficients G, use of the

coefficient system G0, in which intersections of simplices with Σ carry a formal 0 coefficient,

is not the same as attempting to take relative intersection homology I p̄H∗(X, Σ; G). For one

thing, there is no such chain submodule as I p̄C∗(Σ; G) as no allowable chains are contained

entirely within Σ. This is also not the same as killing a homotopy equivalent neighborhood

N of Σ by considering I p̄H∗(X,N ;G). In this case, we could excise Σ (see Lemma 2.11

below), and the module would reduce to H∗(X −Σ, N −Σ; G). However, the computations

of intersection Alexander polynomials of singular knots in [8] adequately demonstrate that

these modules do not agree with the Deligne sheaf hypercohomology and hence, as will be

seen, do not agree with the intersection homology modules defined in this section.

2.3.2 Relative intersection homology.

If U is a subspace of X, then we define I p̄C∗(UX ;G0) to be the subcomplex of I p̄C∗(X;G0)

consisting of allowable chains (in X!) with support in U . Note that for finite chains

I p̄Cc
∗(UX ;G0) ∼= I p̄Cc

∗(U ;G0), while the analogous statement does not hold for IC∞
∗ since

there may be locally-finite chains in U that are not locally-finite chains in X (e.g. they may
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accumulate at a point in Ū − U). We define I p̄C∗(X, U ;G0) = I p̄C∗(X;G0)/I
p̄C∗(UX ;G0).

These chain complexes yield intersection homology modules I p̄H∗(UX ;G0) and I p̄H(X, U ;G0).

While these definitions hold formally for any subspace U ⊂ X, in applications involving strat-

ified pseudomanifolds (in which case the skeleton Xk actually has dimension k), one often

wants U itself to be a stratified pseudomanifold. In these cases, one usually considers only

open subsets U , in which case the restricted stratification does provide a pseudomanifold

stratification.

2.3.3 Stratified homotopy invariance.

As for traditional intersection homology, I p̄H∗(X;G0) is not a homotopy invariant of X.

However, I p̄Hc
∗(X;G0) it is an invariant of stratum-preserving homotopy type. For traditional

perversities, a proof is given in [7] (though it was certainly a folk-theorem beforehand). This

result easily carries over to the more general cases considered here (though only with compact

supports).

Lemma 2.4. I p̄Hc
∗( ;G0) is a stratum-preserving homotopy invariant, i.e. any stratum-

preserving homotopy equivalence f : X → Y induces an isomorphism on intersection homol-

ogy. More specifically, I p̄Hc
∗(Y ;G0) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(X; (f ∗G)0).

Proof. The proof is essentially that presented in [7] for intersection homology with traditional

perversity and a local coefficient system G over X −Σ. The modifications needed to handle

the more general cases are minor.

Corollary 2.5. If f : (X, A) → (Y, B) is a stratum-preserving homotopy-equivalence of

pairs, then I p̄Hc
∗(Y, B;G0) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(X, A; (f ∗G)0).

Proof. This follows from the preceding lemma and the five lemma applied to the induced

map of long exact sequences.

2.3.4 Stratification dependence of superperverse intersection homology

It is crucial to note that, even for constant coefficients on pseudomanifolds, if p̄ is a su-

perperversity, then I p̄H∗(X;G0) will not generally be a topological invariant, completely

independent of the stratification of X. In fact, consider the sphere Sn, n ≥ 2. If p̄ is a

traditional perversity, then I p̄H∗(Sn;Z0) ∼= I p̄H∗(Sn;Z) ∼= H∗(Sn;Z) for any stratification

of Sn. Similarly, if p̄ is a superperversity and Sn is given the trivial stratification with no

strata of codimension greater than zero, I p̄H∗(Sn;Z0) = I p̄H∗(Sn;Z) ∼= H∗(Sn;Z). But now,

let p̄ be the superperversity p̄(k) = k − 1, and suppose that Sn is filtered by x ⊂ Sn, for

some point x ∈ Sn. Then I p̄H0(X;G0) = 0 since for any allowable 0-simplex represented

by the map z ∈ Sn − x (thought of, of course, as a simplex z : ∆0 → X − Σ), there is an

allowable 1-simplex σ ∈ C1(S
n;Z) such that ∂σ = z−x ∈ C0(X;Z). However, as an element

of I p̄C1(X;Z0), ∂σ = z. So all intersection 0-cycles bound, and I p̄H0(S
n;Z0) = 0.

Similarly, by adding more points to the 0-skeleton, we cause I p̄H1(S
n;Z0) to be a free

abelian group of any rank, generated by 1-cycles consisting of curves connecting points of

the 0-skeleton.
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This stratification dependence should not be a concern, however, as in most patterns of

application, e.g. [4, 8, 1], a certain stratification is either assumed or forced upon us, and we

wish to use intersection homology to study the space together with its stratification. Fur-

thermore, if X is a topological pseudomanfiold, I p̄H∗(X;G0) will be independent of changes

of stratification that fix the top skeleton Xn−1. In other words, the intersection homology

modules I p̄H∗(X;G0) will agree for any two stratifications which share the same n− 1 skele-

ton Xn−1. This is proven by the author in [6] for superperverse sheaf theoretic intersection

homology on topological pseudomanifolds, so it will follow for the singular theory once we

show that the two theories agree in Section 3, below (our proof here does not rely upon this

stratification invariance).

2.3.5 Loose perversities

Throughout this paper, we principally limit ourselves to traditional or super-perversities, i.e.

those for which p̄(1) = p̄(2) = 0 or p̄(2) > 0, respectively. These are the cases of greatest

historical interest. In this section, we briefly discuss intersection homology with “looser”

perversities.

First, let us consider a fixed coefficient group G on X. In this case, King [15] first defined

singular intersection chains on filtered spaces for any loose perversity. A loose perversity is

any sequence of integers p̄(1), p̄(2), . . . , p̄(n)). Note that we are free to ignore p̄(0) or simply

to assume (̄0) = 0 since setting p̄(0) > 0 has no added benefit (an i simplex can’t intersect

X−Xn−1 in a > i skeleton), while p̄(0) < 0 leads to having no allowable chains that intersect

X − Xn−1, in which case we could simply restrict to an intersection homology theory on

Xn−1. One then defines allowable chains word-for-word as before but using a loose perversity

parameter. This process can clearly be extended to include locally-finite intersection chains.

These completely general perversities are rarely used in practice, however.

We could also treat intersection homology with loose perversities and local coefficients.

Once again, if G is defined on X−Xn−1, we can extend it to G0 and define I p̄C∗(X;G0) in the

obvious way. However, more interesting situations can occur. For example, a loose perversity

might make it possible for an i-chain to intersect some lower strata in a significant way and

others not at all. It would be interesting to study what happens if we define intersection

chain complexes that leave the original coefficients G on some strata and add the 0 coefficient

system on others. One could also put different, but compatible, coefficient systems on each

stratum.

We will not treat such general theories in this paper, but we do note that either for

constant coefficients or for coefficients G0 as defined previously, the results of this paper hold

for loose perversities, barring those involving specific computations of intersection homology

modules in Sections 2.6 and 3.3.

2.4 Subdivision

In this section, we will show that intersection homology classes are preserved under suitably

defined subdivisions of their representative chains. Of course this is well-known for, e.g.,
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barycentric subdivisions of singular chains in ordinary homology (see [20, §31]). We will

require more general subdivisions, and we must verify that p̄ allowability is preserved. We

begin by considering what it should mean for a singular chain to have a subdivision. We

proceed by defining singular subdivisions of certain simplicial complexes, and then we use

these model singular subdivisions to obtain subdivisions of singular chains.

If ∆0 is the positively-oriented simplicial 0 simplex, then a singular subdivision of ∆0

is just the singular 0-simplex i : ∆0 → ∆0. We let −i be the singular subdivision of ∆0

considered with the opposite orientation (so −i is a singular subdivision of −∆0).

Next, let ∆i, i > 0, be the standard model oriented i-simplex. Let ∆′ be a simplicial

subdivision of ∆i, and let {∆i
j}j∈J be the collection of simplicial i-simplices in the subdivision,

all oriented consistently with ∆i. A singular subdivision of ∆i corresponding to ∆′ is a

singular chain s =
∑

j(−1)sgn(ij)ij where

1. each ij : ∆i → ∆i
j is a linear injection,

2. sgn(ij) is 0 if ij is orientation preserving and 1 if it is orientation reversing,

3. ∂s is a singular subdivision of ∂∆i corresponding to the subdivision induced by ∆′

(in particular the support |∂s| ⊂ ∂∆ and both the singular and simplicial boundary

terms should have compatible orientations with respect to the induced orientation in

the same sense as in item (2)).

Note that −s is a singular subdivision of −∆i, meaning ∆i with the opposite orientation

but with the same simplicial subdivision.

Given a subdivision ∆′ of ∆i, a singular subdivision can always be obtained as follows:

first partially order the vertices of ∆′ such that the ordering is a total ordering on any

collection of vertices that span a simplex and such that it preserves the canonical ordering

on the vertices of ∆i. Then to each simplex ∆j = [v0, . . . , vi] ∈ ∆′ with v0 < · · · < vi, assign

the singular simplex ij given by the simplicial map ∆i = [0, . . . , i] → [v0, . . . , vi] determined

by k → vk. Then s =
∑

(−1)sgn(ij)ij. This assignment essentially gives the standard image

of the orientation class Γ for ∆′ under the chain map φ : C∗(∆′) → C′∗(∆
i) → C∗(∆′) from

oriented to ordered to singular chains of ∆′ that is used in the usual proof of equivalence

of singular and simplicial homology (see [20]). The first two conditions of the definition are

clearly satisfied, and since φ is a chain map, ∂φ(Γ) = φ∂(Γ), which implies condition (3).

Conversely, given a singular subdivision, it is easy to see that the subdivision determines

such a partial ordering of the vertices of ∆′ - just order by the standard ordering on ∆i under

the homeomorphism ij.

If σ : ∆i → X is a singular i-simplex, then a subdivision σ′ of σ with respect to the subdi-

vision ∆′ of ∆i is the singular chain σs, i.e. if s =
∑

(−1)sgn(ij)ij, then σs =
∑

(−1)sgn(ij)σ◦ij.
If n is a coefficient of σ, we similarly define the singular chain with coefficients n′σ′ =∑

(−1)sgn(ij)(n ◦ ij)σ ◦ ij.

Suppose now that ξ is an i-chain of X, ξ =
∑

nkσk. For each σk, let ∆k represent a copy

of the standard model i-simplex so that σk : ∆i
k → X. We say that subdivisions {∆′

k} are

compatible with respect to ξ if the following condition holds: suppose that σk and σl are
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singular simplices in ξ with non-zero coefficients and that they have faces τk and τl such that

τk = τl as singular simplices (i.e. τk : ∆i−1 → ∆i σk→ X equals τl : ∆i−1 → ∆i σl→ X). Then

the induced subdivision τ ′k and τ ′l should agree as chains. Note that k may equal l so this

condition may impose non-trivial relations among faces of the same i-simplex. Given such

compatible subdivisions, we can form the chain ξ′ =
∑

n′σ′ and have ∂ξ′ = (∂ξ)′, where the

latter term indicates the induced subdivision of i− 1 chains in the boundary of ξ. We call ξ′

a subdivision of ξ. A subdivision of a finite (locally-finite) chain is itself finite (locally-finite).

The standard example of a subdivision ξ′ is given by the barycentric subdivision of

singular chains (see [20]). In this case, there is a natural partial ordering on the vertices of the

subdivided model simplices determined by the dimension of the face of which each vertex is a

barycenter. The uniformity of the construction ensures compatibility among simplices in any

chain. Similarly, we can find such natural orderings for generalized barycentric subdivisions,

in which not every face is subdivided at each step. In this cases, it is only necessary to find

a scheme by which compatibility among simplices is maintained. Such a procedure is used

in the proof of Proposition 3.5 below.

It will often be convenient in what follows to identify the images of the subdivision

singular simplices under the linear injections i : ∆i ↪→ ∆i with their corresponding model

simplices. In other words, we sometimes identify the singular simplex σi with σ restricted to

the image of i, which will be some subsimplex δ ⊂ ∆i. This often makes the wording more

convenient in arguments where we must check allowability conditions. It should always

be remembered though that the specification of a subdivided simplex requires not just a

restriction of σ but a precise specification of how the model simplex is identified with δ.

We also note for future use that the idea of a singular subdivision of a simplex σ : ∆i → X

modeled upon some subdivision ∆′ can be extended to define singular subdivisions of any

dimensionally homogeneous polyhedral space based upon some triangulation by oriented

simplices. In particular, we will need below such singular triangulations of ∆ × [0, 1], ∆ ×
[0,∞), ∆×R, and ∆×Rk. In each case, we begin with a simplicial triangulation of the space

and then use some partial ordering on the vertices to determine a singular triangulation.

Of course it will be important to know that the subdivision of a p̄ allowable chain remains

allowable:

Lemma 2.6. Let ξ′ be a subdivision of the i-chain ξ ∈ I p̄Ci(X;G0). Then ξ′ ∈ I p̄Ci(X;G0).

Proof. Recall that the p̄ allowability of ξ means that each i-simplex σ in ξ with non-zero

coefficient satisfies the property that σ−1(Xn−k − Xn−k−1) is contained in the i − k + p̄(k)

skeleton of ∆i and similarly each i − 1 simplex in ∂ξ satisfies the analogous property with

i − 1 − k + p̄(k). Now ξ′ is composed of the singular i simplices of the form σij where

ij : ∆i → ∆i is linear and injective. We must determine if (σij)
−1(Xn−k − Xn−k−1) is

contained in the i− k + p̄(k) skeleton of ∆i. But note that i−1
j of the r skeleton of ∆i must

lie in the r skeleton of ∆i since ij(∆
i) is an i-simplex of a subdivision of ∆i. Thus since

(σij)
−1(Xn−k − Xn−k−1) = i−1

j σ−1(Xn−k − Xn−k−1) ⊂ i−1
j ({i − k + p̄(k) skeleton of ∆i}) ⊂

{i − k + p̄(k) skeleton of ∆i}, we see that each σij is allowable. Since ξ′ is composed of i-

simplices of this form, we see that all its i-simplices are allowable. Similarly, the simplices in
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∂ξ′ are allowable since ∂ξ′ is a subdivision of ∂ξ, so the above arguments hold one dimension

lower.

Using this lemma, we show that an intersection cycle and its subdivisions define the same

intersection homology class.

Proposition 2.7. Let ξ be a p̄ allowable cycle representing an element of I p̄C∞
i (X, U ;G0),

where U is possibly empty. Then ξ is intersection homologous to any subdivision ξ′, so

ξ and ξ′ represent the same element of I p̄H∞
i (X, U ;G0). If ξ is a finite chain, then the

realizing homology can also be taken as finite, and, in particular, the same statements hold

for I p̄Cc
∗(X, U ;G0) and I p̄Hc

∗(X;G0).

Proof. We can construct the homology rather explicitly by constructing an allowable i + 1

chain D such that ∂D = ξ′ − ξ + E, where E is an allowable chain in X with support in U .

We follow a fairly standard prism construction.

Suppose that ξ =
∑

njσj and let ∆j be the model simplex for σj. By definition of ξ′,
ξ′ =

∑
j

∑
l(−1)sgn(ijl)(nj ◦ ij,l)σ ◦ ij,l, where each ij,l is a linear injection ∆i → ∆i

j determined

by a simplicial subdivision ∆′
j of ∆i

j.

We begin by triangulating the set B = q∆j× [0, 1]. Suppose that each ∆j×0 is triangu-

lated as its own simplex and that each ∆j×1 is triangulated as per our given subdivision ∆′.
We want to extend this triangulation to the whole space. The simplest procedure is inductive

on the dimensions of faces in q∆j×0: For each 0 simplex v in q∆j×0 add the corresponding

1-complex c̄([v× 0]∪ [v× 1]), where c̄ represents the closed cone. Now for each k simplex w

in q∆j × 0, assume that we have a triangulation of C = (w × 0) ∪ (w × 1) ∪ (∂w × [0, 1])

(this triangulation is determined by the standard triangulation of ∆× 0, the subdivided tri-

angulation of ∆× 1, and by the induction hypothesis). Now triangulate w× [0, 1] by taking

the closed cone on C. Since the dimension of the chain ξ is finite, this process terminates

with a triangulation of B. Notationally, we denote B with this triangulation as B̃ and its

restriction to each ∆j × [0, 1] by ∆̃j. We take the partial ordering on the vertices of B̃ as

determined on each simplex by first following the partial orderings of each ∆′
j and ∆j and

then ordering the cone points ca by the stage of their addition.

We will next construct a singular chain Sj that will serve as a generalized singular sub-

division of the polyhedron ∆j × [0, 1] adapted to the triangulation ∆̃j. Each i + 1 simplex

in the triangulation of ∆̃j can be written in the form ±[τ k, c1, . . . , ci+1−k], where τ k is a

k-simplex of ∆j × {0, 1} and the ca are the cone points of the construction. To each such

i + 1 simplex, we assign a singular simplex j determined by the partial ordering. Then we

take Sj =
∑

(−1)sgn(j)j, where the sign is determined by whether or not j agrees with the ori-

entation of ∆× [0, 1] induced by the standard orientations. Now take S =
∑

Sj as a singular

subdivision of B̃. Equivalently, let φ : C(B̃) → C′(B̃) → C(B̃) be the map from simplicial

to singular chains via ordered simplicial chains, and, as before, let S = φ(Γ), where Γ is the

fundamental chain for B̃ as determined from the orientations. S is precisely the chain we

have described in detail. Since φ is a chain map, the support of ∂S is in ∂(B × [0, 1]), and,

in fact, ∂Sj = s′ − id∆j
+ Ej, where |Ej| ⊂ ∂∆j × [0, 1].
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Finally, let p : B × [0, 1] → B be projection and define

D(ξ) = D(
∑

njσj) =
∑

j

∑

l

(−1)sgn(ijl(njpjjl)σjpjjl,

where the sum in l is over all i + 1 simplices in the triangulation of ∆j × [0, 1] and jjl is the

singular chain corresponding to the lth singular simplex. Using the above computation for

∂Sj and the obvious compatibility of the subdivision, we see that ∂D(ξ) = ξ′− ξ +E, where

|E| ⊂ |∂ξ| ⊂ U .

It is clear from this construction that if ξ is finite or locally-finite then so is D(ξ). It

remains to check that D(ξ) is allowable. Since ξ and ξ′ are allowable it remains only to check

that the i + 1 simplices of D(ξ) are allowable and that the i simplices of E are allowable.

So let η = σpj be a singular i + 1 simplex of D(ξ). We have η−1(Xn−k − Xn−k−1) =

j−1(σ−1(Xn−k−Xn−k−1)× [0, 1]). Since σ−1(Xn−k−Xn−k−1) ⊂ {i−k+ p̄(k) skeleton of ∆j},
σ−1(Xn−k − Xn−k−1) × [0, 1] must lie in the (i − k + p̄(k)) + 1 skeleton of our subdivision

of ∆j × [0, 1], and hence it intersects only the (i − k + p̄(k)) + 1 skeleton of j(∆). But this

implies that η is p̄ allowable. E is allowable by exactly the same arguments one dimension

lower by using the allowability of ∂ξ and ∂ξ′.

2.5 Excision

Next, we need a proposition that shows that it is possible to break intersection chains into

small pieces, at least up to chain homotopy. This mirrors the usual proof of excision for

singular chains (see e.g. [20]) except that more care must be taken to ensure allowability at

each step along the way.

Let U = {Uk} be a locally-finite open cover of X. We choose and fix a well-ordering on

U . Let I p̄
UCc

∗(X;G0) be the subcomplex of I p̄Cc
∗(X;G0) consisting of intersection chains ξ

that can be written as the finite sum of intersection chains ξ =
∑

ξj such that each ξj has

support in some Uk. Let ι : I p̄
UCc

∗(X;G0) → I p̄Cc
∗(X;G0) be the inclusion. We will see that

this inclusion is a chain homotopy equivalence.

Remark 2.8. We cannot expect to obtain a similar statement concerning I p̄C∞
∗ (X;G0) (at

least if |U| = ∞) since a chain composed of an infinite number of singular simplices cannot be

written as a sum of an the arbitrary number of pieces. The sum that occurs in ξ =
∑

j njσj

is a formal one and does not correspond to group operations, which cannot be infinitely

strung together.

Proposition 2.9. There exists a chain map T : I p̄Cc
∗(X;G0) → I p̄

UCc
∗(X;G0) and a chain

homotopy D from ιT to the identity.

Proof. We define first a chain map T̂ : Cc
∗(X) → UCc

∗(X) from singular chains with coeffi-

cients in Z to singular chains supports in U . We will then use T̂ to construct T .

Throughout the proof, we fix a function ψ assigning to each singular simplex σ : ∆ → X

with support contained in some element of U the smallest Uk such that |σ| ⊂ Uk (here we

use the fixed ordering on U). Note that ψ depends only on |σ|, not on the specific map.
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The definition of T̂ proceeds by induction. Since Cc
0(X) = UCc

0(X), we let T̂ be the

identity map on Cc
0(X).

Now suppose by induction hypothesis that we have defined T̂ on Cc
j (X) for all j ≤ i− 1

and that for each j-simplex τ , the following conditions are satisfied:

1. T̂ τ is a subdivision of τ .

2. T̂ is a chain map up to dimension j.

3. The support of each simplex in the subdivision T̂ τ of τ is contained in some Uk.

4. Suppose that τ : ∆j → X and that ∆′ is the simplicial subdivision of τ such that T̂ τ

is a singular subdivision of τ based on ∆′. Suppose further that δ is a j − 1 simplex

of ∆′ such that for some l, 0 ≤ l ≤ j − 1, an l-face β of δ is contained in the l

skeleton of ∆j. Then, identifying β with its singular subdivision inherited from that

of τ , ψ(τ ◦ β) = ψ(η) for each simplex η contained in the closed star of τ ◦ β in T̂ (τ).

In other words, every singular simplex η in T̂ τ having τ ◦ β as an l-face has the same

value under ψ as does τ ◦ β itself.

We must now define T̂ on each singular i-simplex σ. T̂ has already been defined on ∂σ

on which it satisfies the induction hypotheses. We wish to show that we can define T̂ on σ

so that T̂ σ will also satisfy the stated properties. To do this, we need only take a sufficiently

fine barycentric subdivision of σ holding ∂σ fixed. This construction is discussed in Munkres

[20, §16] for simplicial complexes. Here we can apply the process to the singular case by

singular subdivision of our model simplex ∆i: given the simplicial complex K determined

by the subdivision of ∂∆i induced by T̂ (∂σ), we first subdivide ∆i compatibly with K by

taking c̄K to obtain ∆′. Then we take a sufficiently iterated barycentric subdivision of ∆′

mod |K| = |∂∆i| as in [20, §16]. This determines a singular subdivision of ∆i by the partial

ordering that preserves the existing partial orderings on the boundaries and then orders

the new barycenters by the dimensions of the faces of which they are barycenters and by

stage of construction (just as for ordinary iterated barycentric subdivision). We note that

clearly condition 1 will hold, and we will also have ∂T̂σ = T̂ ∂σ, which provides condition

2. Conditions 3 and 4 can be achieved since these collectively impose a finite number of

conditions on the degree of the subdivision that must be taken. In particular, it is not hard

to see that condition 3 can be satisfied by a direct application of [20, Lemma 16.3]. For

condition 4, we observe that, by induction, all singular simplices in the star of τ ◦β in T̂ (∂τ)

satisfy the given condition that they should evaluate to ψ(τ ◦ β) under ψ. In particular,

τ−1(Uψ(τ◦β)) contains the simplicial star of β in K, and no simplex in K having β as a face

is contained in any Uk with k < ψ(τ(β)) in the chosen ordering. The proof of [20, Lemma

16.3] then demonstrates that under a sufficiently fine barycentric subdivision L of ∆′ mod

K, the star of β in L will also be contained in τ−1(Uψ(τ◦β)). This suffices to satisfy condition

4.

The preceding paragraph shows that we may obtain by induction a chain map T̂ :

Cc
∗(X) → UCc

∗(X). Furthermore, we can turn T̂ into a map T : I p̄Cc
∗(X;G0) → I p̄Cc

∗(X;G0)
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as follows: Suppose that ξ =
∑

njσj and that T̂ (σj) =
∑

l(−1)sgn(ij,l)σjij,l, where ij,l are

singular simplices in the singular subdivision of ∆j. Then we set T (ξ) = T (
∑

njσj) =∑
j

∑
l(−1)sgn(ij,l)(njij,l)(σjij,l). Lemma 2.6 shows that this map is well-defined on intersec-

tion chains since T (ξ) is always a subdivision of ξ.

We next need to show that each chain in the image of T can be written as a sum of

allowable chains each supported in some Uj. So let ξ be an intersection i-chain. We will

write Tξ =
∑

ξj with |ξj| ⊂ Uj. Since ξ is a finite chain and T takes only finite subdivisions

of each simplex, Tξ will also be a finite chain. We let ξj be the subchain of Tξ consisting of

simplices (with coefficients) on which ψ evaluates to Uj. We must show that each such ξj is

allowable.

If η is an i-simplex in some ξj, then η is a subdivision simplex of some i-simplex σ of the

allowable chain ξ. Hence η is allowable by the arguments in Lemma 2.6. So it remains to

consider the allowability of i− 1 chains in ∂ξj.

Let µ be a singular i− 1 simplex in ∂ξj. Then µ is an i− 1 face of a singular i simplex η,

which is a singular i simplex of T̂ σ for some σ : ∆i → X in ξ. Furthermore ψ(η) = j. Let δ

be the simplicial i−1 simplex corresponding to µ in the subdivision ∆′ of ∆i upon which T̂ σ

is based. First suppose that it is not true for any l, 0 ≤ l ≤ i−1, that δ has an l face in the l

skeleton of ∆i. This implies that δ intersects the l skeleton of ∆i only in its own l−1 skeleton.

Thus µ−1(Xn−k −Xn−k−1) = δ ∩ σ−1(Xn−k −Xn−k−1) ⊂ δ ∩ {i− k + p(k) skeleton of ∆i} ⊂
{i− 1 + k + p(k) skeleton of δ}, and µ is allowable.

Suppose next that there is some l, 0 ≤ l ≤ i − 1, such that δ has an l face β in the l

skeleton of ∆i. Then by construction, every simplex in the star of β in ∆′ gets taken under σ

into Uψ(σ◦β) but not into any Um for m < ψ(σ ◦β). In particular, since ψ(η) = j, ψ evaluates

to j for all singular simplices built on simplices in the star of β in ∆′. This includes all

simplices in the star of δ, whence the closed star of µ in Tξ is also in ξj. So the coefficient

of µ in ∂ξj must be the same as that of µ in ∂Tξ. But since Tξ is allowable either µ is

allowable or the coefficient of µ in ∂Tξ is 0, in which case µ must not be in ∂ξj. Either way,

we see that ∂ξj is allowable.

Thus we conclude that the image of T is indeed in I p̄
UCc

∗(X;G). The desired chain

homotopy D from ιT to the identity can be constructed as in the proof Proposition 2.7.

Since this time we have constructed our subdivision operator as a chain map (as opposed to

our previous study of subdivisions simply on given chains), the inductive construction of D

in Proposition 2.7 provides a chain homotopy: we need only note that the terms denoted E

in that proof can here be realized as D(∂ξ).

Corollary 2.10. ι : I p̄Cc
∗(X;G0) → I p̄

UCc
∗(X;G0) is a chain homotopy equivalence, hence

I p̄Hc
∗(X;G0) ∼= H∗(I

p̄
UCc

∗(X;G0)).

Proof. By Proposition 2.9, there is a chain homotopy D from ιT to the identity. Consider

then Tι. ι is injective, being induced by inclusion, and Tι takes a chain ξ ∈ I p̄
UCc

∗(X;G0)

and returns a subdivision. We also observe that the chain homotopy D is well defined

on the subcomplex I p̄
UCc

∗(X;G0) since for any allowable chain ζ, |Dζ| ⊂ |ζ|. Thus we can

define a chain homotopy D̄ on I p̄
UCc

∗(X;G0) by D̄ = ι−1Dι (ι−1 being well-defined on the
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subcomplex I p̄
UCc

∗(X;G0) by the injectivity of ι). Then 1−Tι = ι−1ι(1−Tι) = ι−1(1−ιT )ι =

ι−1(∂D + D∂)ι = ∂D̄ + D̄∂. Thus T and ι are chain homotopy inverses.

Lemma 2.11. Let X be a Hausdorff filtered space, let U ⊂ X be any open subspace, and let

V be a closed subspace of U . Then I p̄Hc
∗(X,U ;G0) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(X − V, U − V ;G0).

Proof. Using the preceding corollary, the proof now follows exactly as in the standard sin-

gular chain case; see, e.g., the proof of [20, Theorem 31.7].

2.6 Computations

In this section we indulge in the computations that make intersection homology theory go

and which will enable us to perform the required verification that our theory satisfies the

sheaf axioms if X is a pseudomanifold. In particular, we here compute the intersection

homology of products with Rn, cones, distinguished neighborhoods (∼= cL×Rk), and deleted

distinguished neighborhoods (∼= (cL− x)×Rk). Not surprisingly, the results presented here

bear a marked similarity to those pre-existing in the literature (e.g. [10, 2, 15]), however

it is necessary that we proceed from scratch as these sources rely either on PL chains or

compactly supported chains and, of course, they assume traditional coefficient systems. We

must proceed from first principles to derive these formulae for locally-finite singular chains

with coefficients in G0.

In most cases, our strategy will be to reduce our computation to that of intersection

homology with compact supports and then proceed from there using the availability of

stratum-preserving homotopy invariance in that setting. The following lemma shows that

the finite and locally-finite theories agree for intersection homology relative to a cocompact

space. Of course the standard proof for ordinary homology would just involve breaking

chains into a compact piece and a non-compact piece which can be thrown away. For

intersection homology, however, we don’t have such liberty to break chains (newly introduced

boundaries may be in-allowable), but it turns out that we can break them in certain ways

after performing a sufficient subdivision.

Lemma 2.12. Let X be a filtered space with coefficients G0, and let U be an open subset

such that X − U is compact. Then I p̄H∞
∗ (X,U ;G0) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(X, U ;G0).

Proof. We begin with the obvious map I p̄Cc
∗(X, U ;G0) → I p̄C∞

∗ (X, U ;G0) induced by inclu-

sion at the chain level and show that it induces a homology isomorphism.

We first show surjectivity: Let ξ be an i-chain representing an element of I p̄H∞
i (X,U ;G0).

The “obvious” thing to do would be to cut out all of the simplices of ξ with support in X−U .

However, this cannot be done directly, as the resulting boundaries may not be allowable (e.g.,

ξ could be composed of an infinite number of simplices with unallowable boundaries that

just happen to cancel when taking the chain boundary). So we must refine the argument.

Consider the barycentric subdivision ξ′ of ξ. Since ξ′ and ξ are relatively homologous by

Proposition 2.7, it suffices to find a finite chain relatively homologous to ξ′. Let Ξ denote

the subchain consisting of the singular simplices in ξ (with their coefficients) whose supports
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intersect X − U . Note that Ξ is comprised of a finite number of simplices since X − U is

compact. Let η be the finite chain comprised of all singular i-simplices in ξ′ (with their

coefficients) that share a vertex with a singular simplex of Ξ. Note that this includes all

singular simplices in the barycentric subdivision Ξ′ of Ξ. We claim that η and γ = ξ′− η are

each allowable chains. If so, then since η contains all simplices from the subdivision of Ξ, γ

must have support in U , and so η = ξ′ in I p̄H∞
i (X,U ;G0).

To prove the claim, we first note that all simplices in ξ′ are allowable, as shown in the

proof of Lemma 2.6. It remains to show that ∂η is composed of allowable i − 1 simplices,

from which it will also follow that ∂γ = ∂ξ′−∂η is allowable, since ∂ξ′ is. The simplices in ∂η

all will be i− 1 faces of i-simplices of ξ′. Up to orientation and vertex ordering convention,

each singular i-simplex in ξ′ has the form of σi with i : ∆i → ∆i taking ∆i linearly and

injectively to the polyhedral i-simplex [∆̂i, . . . , ∆̂0], where ∆̂k is a the barycenter of a k-face

of ∆, the model simplex for σ (we refer the reader to Munkres [20] for an exposition on

barycentric subdivisions). Thus the i− 1-simplices of ∂η will similarly be compositions of σ

with singular i− 1 simplices j : ∆i−1 → ∆i taking ∆i−1 to a polyhedral i− 1 simplex δ ⊂ ∆i

having i−1 distinct vertices chosen from the set {∆̂i, . . . , ∆̂0}. We identify δ with the model

simplex ∆i−1 via j.

Let us choose some such singular i − 1 simplex τ = σ|δ (up to orientation and vertex

ordering) in the boundary of a simplex of η. We consider separately the case of whether or

not the simplex δ contains a vertex ∆̂0. First, suppose not. In this case, δ has the form

[∆̂i, . . . , ∆̂1] and the intersection of δ with the m skeleton of ∆ lies in the m − 1 skeleton

of δ. This is because any simplex in the intersection of δ with the m skeleton of ∆ must

be a face of a simplex of the form [∆̂m, . . . , ∆̂1], which is an m − 1 simplex. Thus we see

that τ−1(Xn−k −Xn−k−1) = δ ∩ σ−1(Xn−k −Xn−k−1) ⊂ δ ∩ {i − k + p(k) skeleton of ∆} ⊂
{i− 1 + k + p(k) skeleton of δ}. Hence τ is allowable.

Suppose on the other hand that δ includes a vertex ∆̂0, which is a vertex of ∆. Note

that ∆̂0 must be a vertex of a simplex in Ξ or else τ would not be a simplex in η. Now

since τ is an i− 1 face of a simplex of ξ′ and since ξ′ is an allowable relative cycle, we know

that τ is either allowable or there are other singular i simplices in ξ′ that also include τ as

a boundary simplex and such that all the coefficients of τ in ∂ξ′ cancel (or else allowability

of the boundary of ξ′ would be violated). In the first case (allowability) we are done. In the

second case, we note that all of the other i simplices that provide canceling boundary pieces

are also in η, by our choice of η, since they will also have ∆̂0 as a vertex, i.e. the full star of

∆̂0 in ξ′ is in η. Thus the cancellation of τ also occurs in ∂η.

Hence we have shown that all simplices in ∂η are allowable, so η and γ are allowable and

η is a finite chain representing ξ in I p̄H∞
i (X, U ;G0). This proves surjectivity of the map on

intersection homology induced by the inclusion I p̄Cc
∗(X, U ;G0) → I p̄C∞

∗ (X,U ;G0) .

For injectivity, suppose two cycles ξ1, ξ2 ∈ I p̄Cc
∗(X, U ;G0) are relatively homologous via

a chain ζ in I p̄C∞
∗ (X,U ;G0). Then we apply the above procedure to first replace everything

with subdivisions and then cut ζ ′ into two pieces η and γ, the first finite and the second

with support in U . Then ∂η + ∂γ = ∂ζ ′ = ξ′1 − ξ′2 + ω, where ω has support in U . So

∂η − ξ′1 + ξ′2 = ω − ∂γ. Since ∂η, ξ′1, and ξ′2 are finite, ω − ∂γ must also be finite and its

support is in U . Thus η provides a relative homology from ξ′1 to ξ′2 in I p̄Cc
∗(X, U ;G0). So
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the map I p̄Hc
∗(X, U ;G0) → I p̄H∞

∗ (X,U ;G0) induced by inclusion is also injective.

Corollary 2.13. Let X be a compact filtered space with stratified coefficients G0. Let R∗
denote (−∞, 0) ∪ (0,∞) ⊂ R. Then I p̄H∞

∗ (X × R, X × R∗;G0 × R) ∼= I p̄Hc
∗(X × R, X ×

R∗;G0 × R).

In order to be able to apply the preceding lemma to compute locally-finite intersection

homology of distinguished neighborhoods, we need to find a way to turn computations of

absolute intersection homology groups into computations of intersection homology groups

relative to cocompact subspaces. The following lemma is a first step towards making this

possible by showing that certain cocompact subsets must have trivial intersection homology.

By the long exact sequence of the pair, this will show that absolute and relative intersection

homology agree for the cases of interest.

Recall that if U is a subspace of X, then we define I p̄C∗(UX ;G0) to be the chain subcom-

plex of I p̄C∗(X;G0) consisting of allowable chains in X with support in U .

Lemma 2.14. Let L be a filtered space with coefficients G0. Then I p̄H∞
∗ ((L×R∗)L×R;G0 ×

R) = 0.

Proof. The lemma states that every allowable locally-finite cycle ξ in L×R with support in

L× R∗ bounds an allowable locally-finite chain Ξ in L× R∗.
So let ξ be such an i cycle. We must construct Ξ. Suppose ξ =

∑
njσj with σj : ∆j →

L×R∗. To construct Ξ, we begin with q∆j and consider a locally finite singular triangulation

of q∆j × [0,∞) that gives the standard (non-subdivided) singular triangulation of ∆j × 0

with its orientation in ∂(∆× [0,∞)) and such that if σl and σk agree on an i− 1 face then

corresponding triangulations on the products of those faces with [0,∞) will be compatible

(we can build such a triangulation inductively in a standard way over the polyhedral skeleta

of q∆j). Then if πL : L× R→ L and πR : L× R→ R are the projections, we can consider

the map f : ∆j×R→ L×R given by (x, t) → (πL(σj(x)), πR(σj(x))± t), where the sign is +

if πR(σj(x)) > 0 and − if πR(σj(x)) < 0. The map f then determines the singular simplices

of Ξ by composition with the linear inclusions that give the singular i + 1 simplices in the

triangulation of q∆j × [0,∞), and their coefficient lifts are determined from those of the

original chain by the unique lifting property on G.

It should be clear that Ξ provides the desired nullhomology of ξ provided that Ξ is

allowable and locally-finite. The boundary of Ξ is ξ, which we already know is allowable.

Let L × R = X. The i + 1 simplices of Ξ are allowable since, if τ is such a simplex based

upon the polyhedral i+1 simplex δ ⊂ ∆j× [0,∞) (which we identify with the standard i+1

model simplex via its embedding in the singular subdivision), then τ−1(Xn−k −Xn−k−1) =

δ ∩ (σ−1(Xn−k −Xn−k−1)× [0,∞)) ⊂ δ ∩ [{i− k + p̄(k) skeleton of ∆j} × [0,∞)] ⊂ δ ∩ {i +

1− k + p̄(k) skeleton of (∆j × [0,∞))} ⊂ {i + 1− k + p̄(k) skeleton of δ}.
For the local-finiteness, suppose that z ∈ L×R∗ and that no neighborhood of z intersects

the supports of only a finite number of simplices of Ξ. Clearly z ∈ L× (−N,N) for some N ;

consider Z = z × [−N, N ]. The subspace Z is compact and so it can be covered by a finite

number of neighborhoods that intersect the supports of only a finite number of simplices of

ξ. But this implies by basic topology that there is a tube of the form W × [−N, N ], W an
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open subset of L, such that W × [−N, N ] intersects the supports of only a finite number

of simplices in ξ. Now, we note that if qk∈Kσk is the finite subset of singular simplices in

ξ whose supports intersect W × [−N, N ] then the only singular i + 1 simplices of Ξ whose

supports can intersect W × [−N,N ] are at most those defined via singular simplices of

q∆j × [0,∞) that intersect qk∈K∆k × [0, N ]. This is a finite collection, so W × (−N, N) is

a neighborhood of z that intersects the supports of only a finite number of simplices of Ξ, a

contradiction. So the chain Ξ must be locally-finite.

The next proposition computes the intersection homology of a product of a compact

filtered space with R. Without the more straightforward transversality results of PL theory,

the prototype of this computation for PL spaces given in [2, §II] does not readily carry over

to the singular chain case. However, see the remark following the proof of the proposition.

Proposition 2.15. Let L be a compact filtered space. Then I p̄H∞
∗ (L × R;G0 × R) ∼=

I p̄H∗−1(L;G0).

Proof. The short exact sequence

0 - I p̄C∞
∗ ((L× R∗)L×R;G0 × R∗) - I p̄C∞

∗ (L× R;G0 × R)

- I p̄C∞
∗ (L× R, L× R∗;G0 × R) - 0

gives rise to a long exact sequence in intersection homology. By Lemma 2.14, I p̄H∞
∗ (L ×

R∗(L×R);G0 ×R∗) = 0, so I p̄H∞
∗ (L×R;G0 ×R) ∼= I p̄H∞

∗ (L×R, L×R∗;G0 ×R). By Lemma

2.13, I p̄H∞
∗ (L×R, L×R∗;G0 ×R) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(L×R, L×R∗;G0 ×R). This allows us to finish

the calculation using compact chains.

Using the stratum-preserving homotopy invariance of compactly supported intersection

homology, we see that I p̄Hc
∗(L × R;G0 × R) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(L;G0), and I p̄Hc
∗(L × R∗;G0 × R∗) ∼=

⊕i=1,2I
p̄Hc

∗(L;G0). It is also clear from stratum-preserving homotopy equivalences that the

map induced by inclusion I p̄Hc
∗(L × R∗;G0 × R∗) → I p̄Hc

∗(L × R;G0 × R) is surjective and

that the maps obtained by restricting to the summands are identical. Thus from the long

exact sequence of compactly supported intersection homology, I p̄Hc
∗(L×R, L×R∗;G0×R) ∼=

I p̄Hc
∗−1(L;G0), which suffices since L is compact.

Remark 2.16. It will be useful here, and after each of the following propositions, to keep

track of how the intersection homology isomorphisms can be represented by chain maps.

In this proposition, for example, suppose we have a cycle ξ representing an element of

I p̄H∗−1(L;G0). A chain in I p̄H∞
∗ (L×R;G0×R) representing the image of the class [ξ] under

the isomorphisms of the proof is given by ξ × R, by which we mean the following: for each

singular simplex σj : ∆j → L, consider a triangulation of ∆j × R. We then replace this

triangulation with a singular triangulation (see Section 2.4). Define the singular chain σ×R
by σ×R =

∑
k(−1)sgn(ik)(σj×idR)◦ik, where ik are the simplices of the singular triangulation

of ∆j × R and σj × idR : ∆j × R → L × R is the product mapping. Choosing compatible

triangulations for all ∆j in ξ (this can be done inductively by a uniform procedure at each

dimension) and making the obvious corresponding modifications on coefficients gives a chain
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ξ × R =
∑

(nj × R)(σj × R), which is locally-finite. It is also easily verified that ξ × R is

allowable.

To see that ξ×R indeed represents the image of [ξ] in I p̄H∞
∗ (L×R;G0×R), the important

point to note is that for almost every a ∈ (0,∞), we can cut our triangulation of ∆j × R
transversely at (σj × idR)−1({−a, a}). So further compatible subdivisions (simplicial then

singular) of q∆j × [−a, a] followed by restriction of σj × idR yields a chain ξ × [−a, a]

whose boundaries are subdivisions of ξ × a and −ξ × −a. Allowability of this new chain

follows from that of ξ and from the construction. That this is the correct chain follows

from tracing through the isomorphisms of the proof and recalling that subdivision does not

change intersection homology class (by Proposition 2.7).

An alternative proof of Proposition 2.15 would begin with such a map ξ → ξ × R and

show directly that it induces an isomorphism. In fact, this is usually what is done in the

PL case (e.g. [2, Ch. II]), but attempts to mimic such proofs for singular chains encounter

some difficulty. However, given a posteriori the isomorphisms of our proof, it is not difficult

to perform the reverse engineering that gives us such a chain correspondence.

We must also compute the intersection homology of cones. We think of cL as L ×
[0, 1)/(x, 0) ∼ (y, 0). The cone point is taken as the 0 skeleton (cL)0, and for k > 0,

(cL)k = Lk−1 × (0, 1). We denote the induced stratified local coefficient system on cL by

cG0. This coefficient system is G × (0, 1) on (L− Σ)× (0, 1) and 0 elsewhere. Also, we will

use c̄Z to denote the closed cone on Z: c̄Z = (Z × [0, 1])/(x, 0) ∼ (y, 0).

Remark 2.17. We should note that the following, seemingly innocuous, computation includes

the crucial use of our two-tiered coefficient system, marking a deviation from traditional

intersection homology computations. The main point is that 0-cycles behave very differently

under coning than do higher dimensional cycles, for coning a point creates a 1-chain with

a new boundary component at the cone point. For traditional perversities, a cone on a

0-cycle will never be allowable, which works out compatibly with the axioms for intersection

homology. For superperversities, however, satisfaction of the intersection homology axioms

requires that cones on 0-cycles must be allowable, and in order for that to happen, the cone

point boundary must vanish.

Proposition 2.18. Let L be an n− 1 dimensional filtered space with coefficient system G0.

Then

I p̄Hc
i (cL; cG0) ∼=

{
I p̄Hc

i (L;G0), i < n− 1− p̄(n)

0, i ≥ n− 1− p̄(n).

If L is compact, then

I p̄H∞
i (cL; cG0) ∼=

{
I p̄Hi−1(L;G0), i ≥ n− p̄(n)

0, i < n− p̄(n).

Proof. To compute I p̄Hc
∗(cL; cG0), we argue as in [15] and begin by determining which chains

can intersect the 0 stratum (cL)0, which is the cone point, x. An allowable simplex σ : ∆i →
cL must satisfy the condition that σ−1(x) be contained in the i− n + p̄(n) skeleton of ∆i.
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We first show that IHc
i−1(cL; cG0) = 0 if i− n + p̄(n) ≥ 0. If σ : ∆i−1 → cL is a singular

i − 1 simplex, we define c̄σ : c̄∆i−1 ∼= ∆i → cL as the singular simplex that takes the ray

in c̄∆i−1 running from the cone point to z ∈ ∆i−1 linearly onto the ray in cL running from

the cone point to σ(z). If n is a coefficient of σ, the coefficient c̄n of c̄σ is determined by the

homotopy lifting property on G × (0, 1) ⊂ cG0. If ξ =
∑

njσj ∈ ICc
i−1(cL; cG0), we can then

define c̄ξ ∈ ICc
i (cL; cG0) by c̄ξ =

∑
(c̄nj)(c̄σj).

Now, we have i − n + p̄(n) ≥ 0 if and only if i ≥ n − p̄(n). So if ξ is an allowable i − 1

cycle with i ≥ n− p̄(n), i− 1 ≥ 0, then the i chain c̄ξ will also be allowable:

• its boundary is the allowable chain ξ (even if ξ is a 0 cycle!)

• if k < n, each i simplex c̄σj in c̄ξ satisfies

(c̄σ−1
j )((cL)n−k − (cL)n−k−1) = σ−1

j ((cL)n−k − (cL)n−k−1)× (0, 1]

⊂ {i− 1− k + p̄(k) skeleton of ∆i−1
j } × (0, 1]

⊂ {i− k + p̄(k) skeleton of c̄∆i−1
j }

• for k = n (the stratum (cL)0 = x), we see that

(c̄σj)
−1(x) = c̄(σ−1

j (x))

⊂ c̄{i− 1− n + p̄(n) skeleton of ∆i−1
j }

⊂ {i− n + p̄(n) skeleton of c̄∆i−1
j

∼= ∆i}.

If i−n+ p̄(n) < 0, then neither the i−1 cycle ξ nor any potential i chain whose boundary

is ξ can intersect the cone point x. So in this range I p̄Hc
i−1(cL; cG0) ∼= I p̄Hc

i−1(L× (0, 1); cG0)

and stratum-preserving homotopy equivalence tells us that I p̄Hc
i−1(cL; cG0) ∼= I p̄Hc

i−1(L;G0).

This finishes the calculation if I p̄Hc
∗(cL; cG0).

To compute I p̄H∞
∗ (cL; cG0), we first observe that I p̄H∞

∗ (cL; cG0) ∼= I p̄H∞
∗ (cL, L×(0, 1); cG0).

This will follow from the long exact sequence of the pair if I p̄H∞
∗ ((L × (0, 1))cL; cG0) = 0,

but this can be seen just as in the proof of Lemma 2.14 by “pushing chains to infinity”.

Next, by Lemma 2.12, we have an isomorphism I p̄H∞
∗ (cL, L×(0, 1); cG0) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(cL, L×
(0, 1); cG0). We compute I p̄Hc

∗(cL, L × (0, 1); cG0) via the long exact sequence of the pair

for compact intersection chains. By stratum-preserving homotopy equivalence (Lemma 2.4),

I p̄Hc
∗(L × (0, 1); cG0) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(L;G0). Since I p̄Hc
i (cL; cG0) = 0 if i ≥ n − 1 − p̄(n), we

see that I p̄Hc
i+1(cL, L × (0, 1); cG0) ∼= I p̄Hc

i (L × (0, 1); cG0) ∼= I p̄Hc
i (L;G0) in this range.

For i < n − 1 − p̄(n), the map induced by inclusion I p̄Hc
i (L;G0) → I p̄Hc

i (cL; cG0) is an

isomorphism, so I p̄Hc
i (cL, L× (0, 1); cG0) = 0 for i ≤ n− 1− p̄(n).

The proposition now follows from these calculations.

Remark 2.19. Again, we would like an explicit chain construction of the isomorphism I p̄Hi(cL; cG0) ∼=
I p̄Hi−1(L;G0) for i ≥ n − p̄(n), L compact. So let ξ =

∑
j njσj be a chain representing an

element of I p̄Hi−1(L;G0), i ≥ n − p̄(n). Since L is compact, ξ will be a finite chain. This

time for each σj : ∆j → L, we consider cσj : c∆j → cL. Recall that c denotes an open cone,
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so c∆j
∼= ∆j× [0, 1)/(x, 0) ∼ (y, 0). Choosing a singular triangulation of c∆j and composing

with the map c∆j → cL that takes (x, t) to (σj(x), t) defines the chain cσj. Choosing com-

patible triangulations of each c∆j in ξ and treating the coefficient lifts similarly allows us to

define a map ξ → cξ, which gives a chain representative of the image of [ξ] in I p̄H∞
i (cL;G0)

under the isomorphisms of the proof of the proposition. Once again (see Remark 2.16), this

can be seen by making an appropriate transverse cut.

Putting together the previous calculations, we can compute the intersection homology

of spaces of the form cL× Rk, the homeomorphism type of distinguished neighborhoods in

pseudomanifolds.

Proposition 2.20. Let L be a compact filtered space with coefficients G0. Then I p̄H∞
∗ (cL×

Rk; cG0 × Rk) ∼= I p̄H∞
∗−k(cL; cG0).

Proof. Let x be the cone point of cL. For convenience, in this proof we treat cL as L ×
[0,∞)/(y, 0) ∼ (z, 0).

We begin with the claim that I p̄H∞
∗ (cL × Rk; cG0 × Rk) ∼= I p̄H∞

∗ (cL × Rk, cL × Rk −
(x, 0); cG0 × Rk). This will follow from the long exact sequence of the pair once we show

that I p̄H∞
∗ ([cL × Rk − (x, 0)]cL×Rk ; cG0 × Rk) = 0. The proof of this fact follows from

the same concepts as used in Lemma 2.14. The principal tool in creating for each cycle

ξ =
∑

njσj ∈ I p̄C∞
i ([cL×Rk − (x, 0)]cL×Rk ; cG0×Rk) a chain Ξ with ∂Ξ = ξ is the use of a

proper map f : q∆j × [0,∞) → cL × Rk − (x, 0) built upon the original singular simplices

σj : ∆j → cL×Rk−(x, 0). Let us label points in cL×Rk as (z, s, v), where z ∈ L, s ∈ [0,∞),

and v ∈ Rk. Then for y ∈ ∆j, if σj(y) = (z0, s0, v0), we let f(y, t) = (z0, (1 + t)s0, (1 + t)v0).

So f(y, 0) = σj(y), and as t goes to ∞, f(y, t) goes properly to the end of the space since s0

and v0 cannot both be 0. Note that f is a stratum-preserving open-ended homotopy from

qσj. Thus arguments similar to those in Lemma 2.14 show that we can build an allowable

Ξ with ∂Ξ = ξ. Local-finiteness of Ξ also follows using the fact that cL×Rk can be built as

the increasing union of compact sets of the form
{(

L× [0,
2 tan−1(N)

π
]

)
/(y, 0) ∼ (z, 0)

}
× [−N, N ]k.

So I p̄H∞
∗ (cL×Rk; cG0×Rk) is isomorphic to I p̄H∞

∗ (cL×Rk, cL×Rk− (x, 0); cG0×Rk),

which by Lemma 2.12 is isomorphic to I p̄Hc
∗(cL× Rk, cL× Rk − (x, 0); cG0 × Rk).

At this point, the standard way to proceed would utilize a Künneth Theorem or a Mayer-

Vietoris sequence. These tools exist (as, in fact, will follow from our proof that we are indeed

working with the intersection homology modules as given via sheaf theory), but rather than

develop these tools, which would require some work, we instead proceed using induction on

established results.

As the base step, suppose k = 1, and consider the short exact chain sequence (with

R∗ = R− 0 and suppressing coefficients for readability)

0 - I p̄Cc
∗(cL× R∗, (cL− x)× R∗) - I p̄Cc

∗(cL× R, (cL− x)× R)

- I p̄Cc
∗(cL× R)/{I p̄Cc

∗((cL− x)× R) + I p̄Cc
∗(cL× R∗)} - 0,
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where we have replaced the kernel

{I p̄Cc
∗((cL− x)× R) + I p̄Cc

∗(cL× R∗)}/I p̄Cc
∗((cL− x)× R)

with the isomorphic

I p̄Cc
∗(cL× R∗)/{I p̄Cc

∗(cL× R∗) ∩ I p̄Cc
∗((cL− x)× R)} ∼= I p̄Cc

∗(cL× R∗)/I p̄Cc
∗((cL− x)× R∗)

= I p̄Cc
∗(cL× R∗, (cL− x)× R∗).

This sequence yields a long exact sequence in homology. It follows from Proposition 2.9

that the inclusion ι : I p̄Cc
∗((cL−x)×R)+I p̄Cc

∗(cL×R∗) ↪→ I p̄Hc
∗(cL×Rk− (x, 0)) is a chain

homotopy equivalence. Thus the homology of the quotient term in the short exact sequence

is isomorphic to I p̄Hc
∗(cL×R, (cL×R)− (x, 0)), and the associated long exact sequence in

homology is

0 - I p̄Hc
∗(cL× R∗, (cL− x)× R∗) - I p̄Hc

∗(cL× R, (cL− x)× R)

- I p̄Hc
∗(cL× R, (cL× R)− (x, 0)) - 0 ,

By stratum preserving homotopy invariance of compactly supported intersection homol-

ogy (Lemma 2.4),

I p̄Hc
∗(cL× R, (cL− x)× R; cG0 × R) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(cL, cL− x; cG0),

I p̄Hc
∗(cL× R∗, (cL− x)× R∗; cG0 × R) ∼= ⊕i=1,2I

p̄Hc
∗(cL, cL− x; cG0),

and the map from the latter to the former is an isomorphism on restriction to each summand.

So the long exact sequence splits into split short exact sequences, which shows that

I p̄Hc
∗(cL× R, (cL× R)− (x, 0); cG0 × R) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗−1(cL, cL− x; cG0).

The proposition now follows for k = 1 using

I p̄Hc
∗−1(cL, cL− x; cG0) ∼= I p̄H∞

∗−1(cL, cL− x; cG0) ∼= I p̄H∞
∗−1(cL; cG0)

(see the proof of Proposition 2.18).

Now suppose inductively that

I p̄Hc
∗(cL× Rj−1, cL× Rj−1 − (x, 0)) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗−(j−1)(cL, cL− x)

for j < k. Consider now the long exact sequence associated to the short exact sequence

0 - I p̄Cc
∗(cL× Rk−1 × R∗, (cL× Rk−1 − (x, 0k−1))× R∗)

- I p̄Cc
∗(cL× Rk−1 × R, (cL× Rk−1 − (x, 0k−1))× R)

- I p̄Cc
∗(cL× Rk)/{I p̄Cc

∗((cL× Rk−1 − (x, 0k−1))× R) + I p̄Cc
∗(cL× Rk−1 × R∗)} - 0.
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Once again we have used the obvious isomorphisms to write the first term in a convenient

form, and, using Proposition 2.9, the homology of the third term is just I p̄Hc
∗(cL×Rk, cL×

Rk−(x, 0)). Also as before, stratum preserving homotopy equivalence and an exact sequence

argument tell us that

I p̄Hc
∗(cL×Rk−1×R, (cL×Rk−1−(x, 0k−1))×R; ) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(cL×Rk−1, (cL×Rk−1−(x, 0k−1))),

I p̄Hc
∗(cL×Rk−1×R∗, (cL×Rk−1−(x, 0k−1))×R∗) ∼= ⊕i=1,2I

p̄Hc
∗(cL×Rk−1, (cL×Rk−1−(x, 0k−1))),

and then

I p̄Hc
∗(cL× Rk, cL× R− (x, 0)) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗−1(cL× Rk−1, (cL× Rk−1 − (x, 0k−1))).

Applying the induction hypothesis, we see that

I p̄Hc
∗(cL× Rk, cL× Rk − (x, 0)) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗−k(cL, cL− x),

and the rest of the theorem follows as in the case k = 1.

Remark 2.21. If ξ is a chain representing [ξ] ∈ I p̄H∞
∗−k(cL; cG0) then the image of [ξ] in

I p̄H∞
∗ (cL×Rk; cG0×Rk) can be represented by ξ×Rk, where ξ×Rk is constructed analogously

to ξ × R in Remark 2.16 via triangulation of each ∆j × Rk.

We also want to compute the intersection homology of deleted distinguished neighbor-

hoods:

Proposition 2.22. Let L be a compact filtered space with coefficients G0. Then

I p̄H∞
∗ ((cL− x)× Rk; cG0 × Rk) ∼= I p̄H∞

∗−k(cL− x; cG0).

Proof. We note that cL − x ∼= L × R and (cL − x) × Rk ∼= L × Rk+1. To see that the ap-

propriate intersection homology groups are isomorphic, we proceed just as in the proceeding

proposition. In particular,

I p̄H∞
∗ ((cL− x)× Rk; cG0 × Rk) ∼= I p̄H∞

∗ (L× Rk+1; cG0 × Rk)
∼= I p̄H∞

∗ (L× Rk+1, L× (Rk+1 − 0); cG0 × Rk)
∼= I p̄Hc

∗(L× Rk+1, L× (Rk+1 − 0); cG0 × Rk).

Then again we induct, this time using the short exact sequence

0 - I p̄Cc
∗(L× Rk × R∗, L× (Rk − 0k)× R∗)

- I p̄Cc
∗(L× Rk × R, L× (Rk − 0k)× R)

- I p̄Cc
∗(L× Rk+1)/{I p̄Cc

∗(L× (Rk − 0k)× R) + I p̄Cc
∗(L× Rk × R∗)} - 0.
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Remark 2.23. In chains, we can again take ξ ∈ I p̄C∞
∗−k(cL−x) to ξ×Rk ∈ I p̄C∞

∗ ((cL−x)×
Rk).

The final calculation of this section, contained in the following lemma and corollary, estab-

lishes that local intersection homology of a pseudomanifold can be computed through the use

of a single distinguished neighborhood. In other words, we show that limx∈U I p̄H∞
∗ (X,X −

Ū ;G0) is the direct limit of an essentially constant direct system with a cofinal set con-

sisting of distinguished neighborhoods, the maps between which are intersection homology

isomorphisms.

Lemma 2.24. Let X be a pseudomanifold, x ∈ X, and let N be a distinguished neighborhood

of x, i.e. N ∼= cL×Rn−k. Assume also that N̄ is compact and homeomorphic to c̄L×Dn−k,

where c̄L is the closed cone on L and Dn−k is the closed unit disk in Rn−k. For α ∈ (0, 1),

let Nα ⊂ N be a distinguished neighborhood of x in N such that if φ : c̄L × Dn−k → N̄ is

the homeomorphism, then Nα = φ(αcL×αDn−k), where αDn−k is the open subdisk of Dn−k

of radius α and αcL = L × [0, α)/(y, 0) ∼ (z, 0) ⊂ cL = L × [0, 1]/(y, 0) ∼ (z, 0). Then if

α < β ∈ (0, 1), the natural quotient I p̄C∞
∗ (X,X − N̄β;G0) → I p̄C∞

∗ (X,X − N̄α;G0) induces

an isomorphism on intersection homology.

Proof. We consider the exact sequence of the triple (X, X− N̄α, X− N̄β). Then it suffices to

show that I p̄H∞
∗ ((X− N̄α)X , (X− N̄β)X ;G0) = 0. Note that all chains must be locally-finite

in X. We first claim that I p̄H∞
∗ ((X − N̄α)X , (X − N̄β)X ;G0) ∼= I p̄Hc

∗(X − N̄α, X − N̄β;G0).

This follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.12 - since any chain in I p̄C∞
∗ ((X−N̄α)X ;G0) must be

allowable in X, it must possess only a finite number of simplices with non-zero coefficients and

supports intersecting N̄β. We can then proceed as in Lemma 2.12 to subdivide and truncate

off a cofinite number of simplices supported in X−N̄β. But now I p̄Hc
∗(X−N̄α, X−N̄β;G0) =

0 as the two sets are stratum-preserving homotopy equivalent.

Corollary 2.25. Suppose X is a pseudomanifold, and x ∈ X. The direct system I p̄H∞
∗ (X, X−

Ū ;G0) → I p̄H∞
∗ (X,X−V̄ ;G0) determined by open sets x ∈ V ⊂ U is essentially constant. In

particular, for all x ∈ X, there exists a neighborhood W 3 x such that I p̄H∞
∗ (X, X−W̄ ;G0) ∼=

limx∈U I p̄H∞
∗ (X, X − Ū ;G0).

Proof. Let N be a distinguished neighborhood of x ∈ X as described in Lemma 2.24; all

points have such a neighborhood by shrinking N if necessary. Then the neighborhoods Nα

are cofinal, and the lemma states that the restriction map on such neighborhoods induces

an isomorphism on homology. Now take W = Nα for any α ∈ (0, 1).

3 Sheaves

In this section of the paper we construct a differential graded complex of sheaves based upon

our singular intersection chain complex. Although this complex will not satisfy the strongest

properties we might want (softness, flabbiness, injectivy, etc.), it will be a homotopically fine

sheaf complex, which will suffice to show that its hypercohomology agrees (up to a reindex-

ing) with the intersection homology modules we have already studied. Our main result is
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that on a paracompact stratified topological pseudomanifold, this sheaf complex is quasi-

isomorphic to the Deligne sheaf complex, and hence its hypercohomology also agrees with

Goresky-MacPherson sheaf intersection homology. In particular, if p̄ is a superperversity, we

obtain the intersection homology modules occuring in the superduality theorem of Cappell

and Shaneson [4].

3.1 Definition and basic properties

We fix a filtered Hausdorff space X = Xn ⊃ Xn−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ X0 ⊃ X−1 = ∅, a perversity or

superperversity, and a coefficient system G0, but we will omit these from the notation where

there will be no confusion.

We will consider two differential graded presheaves with cohomological indexing: IS∗ and

KS∗. We define IS∗ by U → IC∞
n−∗(X,X − Ū) and KS∗ by U → ICc

n−∗(X, X − Ū). The

restriction maps are the obvious quotients in both cases, and there is a natural inclusion-

induced presheaf morphism i : KS∗ → IS∗. These presheaves give rise to sheaves KS∗ and

IS∗ with an induced morphism i : KS∗ → IS∗. In fact, this is a sheaf isomorphism:

Lemma 3.1. The homomorphism i : KS∗ → IS∗ is an isomorphism of sheaves.

Proof. We must show that i induces an isomorphism at each stalk.

First, we show injectivity. Let x ∈ X and s ∈ KSn−j
x , the stalk at x. Suppose that U

is a neighborhood of x and ξ ∈ ICc
j (X,X − Ū ;G0) is a finite chain that represents s. If

i|x(s) = 0, then ξ = 0 in IC∞
j (X, X − V̄ ;G0) for some open V such that x ∈ V ⊂ U . But

this would imply that |ξ| ∈ X − V̄ , which implies that ξ = 0 in ICc
j (X, X − V̄ ;G0). Hence

s = 0.

For surjectivity, let s ∈ ISn−j
x , and suppose U is a neighborhood of x and ξ ∈ IC∞

j (X, X−
Ū ;G0) represents s. By taking a smaller U if necessary, we may assume that Ū intersects

the supports of only a finite number of the simplices of ξ. It will suffice to find a finite chain

ζ ∈ ICc
j (X,X− Ū ;G0) such that i(ζ) = ξ ∈ IC∞

j (X, X− Ū ;G0). If ξ is already a finite chain

then ζ = ξ suffices. Suppose then that ξ contains an infinite number of singular simplices.

Let Ξ be the singular chain (not necessarily allowable) composed of singular simplices of ξ

(with their coefficients) whose supports intersects Ū . Let ξ′ be the generalized barycentric

subdivision of ξ holding Ξ fixed. In other words, we perform a barycentric subdivision of

each simplex in ξ except that we do not subdivide the simplices of Ξ nor any common faces

between simplices in Ξ and simplices not in Ξ (see [20, §16]). Now take as ζ the “regular

neighborhood” of Ξ in ξ′. By this we mean take the chain consisting of the simplices in

Ξ (with their coefficents) and all other simplices in ξ′ that share a vertex with a simplex

in Ξ. This ζ must be finite since ξ is locally finite and Ū is compact. Furthermore, ζ is

allowable by exactly the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.6. To see that i(ζ) = ξ

in IC∞
j (X, X − Ū ;G0), we simply note that ξ − i(ζ) has support in |ξ − Ξ|, which lies in

X − Ū . Hence ξ − i(ζ) = 0 in IC∞
j (X, X − Ū ;G0).

We would like to be able to say that the global sections of the presheaf IS∗ and of the

sheaf IS∗ agree, i.e. IS∗(X) ∼= Γ(X, IS∗). For such a statement to hold, it is only necessary
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that IS∗ have no non-trivial global sections with empty support and that it be conjunctive

with respect to coverings (see [3, I.6.2]). This is the content of the following lemmas.

Note that if X is not compact, we do not expect KS∗(X) ∼= Γ(X, IS∗) since global

sections of IS∗ need not have compact support, while the images of sections from KS∗

must.

Lemma 3.2. IS∗0(X) = KS∗0(X) = 0, i.e. there are no non-zero global presheaf sections

with empty support.

Proof. Let ξ 6= 0 ∈ IS∗0(X) = IC∞
n−∗(X;G0), and suppose that |ξ| is empty. This means that

for each point x ∈ X, the image of ξ in limx∈U IC∞
n−∗(X,X − Ū ;G0) = 0. So for all x ∈ X,

there is a neighbohood Ux of x such that the support of ξ lies in X− Ūx. In particular, then,

|ξ| ⊂ ∩x∈X(X − Ūx) = ∅, contradicting the non-triviality of ξ. The same arguments hold for

KS∗0(X).

Lemma 3.3. IS∗ is conjunctive for coverings.

Proof. This proof is essentially the same as that in Swan for the sheaf of ordinary singular

chains [23, p. 85]. Let X = ∪Ua, and suppose sa ∈ ISn−i(Ua) = IC∞
i (X, X − Ūa;G0) are

such that sa|Ua ∩ Ub = sb|Ua ∩ Ub for all a, b. We denote this common restriction by sa∩b.

We need to find an s ∈ ISn−i(X) = IC∞
i (X;G0) such that s|Ua = sa for all a.

Using the language of [23, p. 85], we will call a singular simplex σ essential in an open

set U if |σ| has a non-empty intersection with Ū . We note once again (see Section 2.3) that

the coefficient of a singular simplex is determined entirely by the coefficient at any interior

point of ∆ by the unique lifting property of local-coefficient systems, since σ−1(Σ) lies in ∂∆

so that ∆− σ−1(Σ) is contractible.

Now, we claim that for any allowable singular i-simplex σ : ∆i → X, the coefficient of σ

in sa is the same for all a for which σ is essential in Ua. If σ is essential in Ua ∩Ub, then the

coefficients of σ in sa and sb must agree since each restriction map sa → sa∩b and sb → sa∩b

must preserve coefficients of simplices whose supports do not lie in X −Ua ∩ UB. If σ is not

essential in Ua ∩Ub, then since the {Uc} form a covering and |σ| is connected, there must be

a finite “chain” of elements of the covering Ua = Uc0 , Uc1 , . . . , Ucm = Ub such that Uck
∩Uck+1

is non-empty for each k and σ is essential in each Uck
and each Uck

∩Uck+1
. Inductively, the

coefficients of σ agree in all scj
and scj∩cj+1

, so they agree in sa and sb.

We then define s =
∑

j gjσj, the sum over all singular simplices, where gj is the coefficient

of σj in sa for any Ua in which σj is essential. The arguments of the previous paragraph

show that gj is well-defined. To see that s is locally-finite, note that for any x ∈ X, x ∈ Ua

for some a, and only those σ which are essential in Ua can have support that intersects Ua.

But all such σ must be in sa, which is locally-finite. So s is locally-finite in a neighborhood

of every point; hence it is locally-finite.

To see that s is an allowable chain, we first note that each i simplex in s must be allowable,

since an i-simplex can have non-zero coefficient in s only if it has non-zero coefficient in some

sa, and each sa is an allowable chain. It remains to show that ∂s is allowable. Each i − 1

simplex in ∂s is an i − 1 face of some i-simplex σ in s with non-zero coefficient. Suppose

that τ is essential in Ua and hence that σ is as well. If τ is allowable, there is no issue. If τ
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is not allowable, then the coefficient of τ in ∂sa must be 0. But any other singular i-simplex

in sa that has τ in its boundary is also essential in Ua, and each occurs in s with the same

coefficent as it does in sa. Thus since the coefficient of τ in ∂sa must be 0, the coefficient of

τ in ∂s must be 0 as well.

We can now show that the intersection homology groups defined in Section 2 can be

recovered from the sheaf complex IS∗ provided X is paracompact and of finite cohomological

dimension with respect to the ring R such that G is a system of R modules.

Corollary 3.4. Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff filtered space of finite cohomological

dimension with respect to the ring R. Let G be a local coefficient system of R-modules on

X −Xn−1. Then IH∞
n−∗(X;G0) ∼= H∗(Γ(X; IS∗)).

Proof. By definition, IH∞
n−∗(X;G0) = H∗(ICn−∗(X;G0)) = H∗(IS∗(X)). Since IS∗0(X) = 0

by Lemma 3.2 and IS∗ is conjunctive for coverings by Lemma 3.3, IS∗(X) ∼= Γ(X; IS∗) by

[3, I.6.2], since X is paracompact. So IH∞
n−∗(X;G0) ∼= H∗(Γ(X; IS∗)).

We next show that IS∗ is homotopically fine.

Proposition 3.5. Let X be a Hausdorff filtered space with coefficients G0. The sheaf IS∗ is

homotopically fine.

Proof. Let U = {Uk} be a locally-finite covering of X. We may impose a well-ordering on

U . We must show that there exist endomorphisms 1k and D of IS∗ such that |1k| ⊂ Ūk and∑
1k = id − ∂D − D∂, i.e.

∑
1k is chain homotopic to the identity. The 1k need not be

chain maps.

We first define a map fk : ICc
∗(X;G0) → ICc

∗(Uk;G0) as follows: if ξ ∈ ICc
i (X;G0),

let fk(ξ) = ξk as defined in the proof of Proposition 2.9. In other words, applying the

subdivision operator T of Proposition 2.9, we take T (ξ) and then discard from the chain

T (ξ) all i-simplices σ for which ψ(σ) 6= k, where ψ is also as defined in Proposition 2.9.

We must show that fk is a well-defined homomorphism of intersection chains. The image

of each chain ξ ∈ ICc
∗(X;G0) under fk is an allowable intersection chain with support in Uk

by construction. fk is a homomorphism since it is determined linearly from what it does

on singular simplices. Furthermore, if jk : ICc
∗(Uk;G0) ↪→ ICc

∗(X;G0) is the inclusion and

gk = jkfk, then
∑

gk = ιT : ICc
∗(X;G0) → ICc

∗(X;G0) is chain homotopic to the identity by

a chain homotopy D by Proposition 2.9.

Now, each map gk induces an endomorphism of the presheaf KS∗ since each KS∗(V )

is a quotient of ICn−∗(X;G0). On passing to sheaves, gk induces a map of sheaves 1k.

Furthermore, the chain homotopy D also descends to a map D of sheaves.

Let us check that these 1k satisfy the desired properties; we generalize the arguments of

Swan [23] for ordinary singular homology. Suppose x /∈ Uk, and, for any s ∈ IS∗x, let ξ be a

chain in ICc
n−∗(X,X − V̄ ;G0) representing s, where V is a neighborhood of x. Since |gk(ξ)|

is a compact subset of Uk, we can find another neighborhood W of x such that W ⊂ V and

W̄ ∩|gk(ξ)| = ∅. Then gk(ξ) = 0 in ICc
∗(X, X−W̄ ). It follows that the image of 1k is zero in

the stalk IS∗x. Thus the support of 1k must be in Uk ⊂ Ūk. As for the property that
∑

1k is
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homotopic to the identity, this follows from the fact that
∑

gk is homotopic to the identity

on presheaves; note that
∑

gk is well-defined at the sheaf level since locally all but a finite

number of terms are 0.

Suppose X is a paracompact Hausdorff filtered space. Since IS∗ is homotopically fine

by Proposition 3.5, H∗(Hp(X; IS∗)) = 0 for all p > 0 by [3, p. 172]. So, as dimR X < ∞,

there exists a spectral sequence with Ep,q
2 = Hp(X;Hq(IS∗)) abuting to Hp+q(Γ(X; IS∗)) =

IH∞
n−p−q(X;G0) by [3, IV.2.1] and Corollary 3.4 (here H∗ denotes the derived cohomology

sheaf). This is really just the hypercohomology spectral sequence for IS∗, although we

have to be a bit careful with our language as the term “hypercohomology” is often applied

only to bounded below sheaf complexes, or at least those with bounded acyclic resolutions.

However, our sheaf complex IS∗ is not bounded below and a priori the acyclic “resolution”

L∗ given in [3, §IV.1] (essentially the Cartan-Eilenberg flabby resolution) also will not be

bounded below, though we will have H∗(Γ(X; IS∗)) ∼= H∗(Γ(X; L∗)). We will see, however,

that if X is a topological stratified pseudomanifold then we can in fact find a bounded below

injective resolution I∗ of IS∗. It follows that H∗(Γ(X; IS∗)) ∼= H∗(Γ(X; I∗) so that we can

legitimately call H∗(Γ(X; IS∗)) = IH∞
n−∗(X;G0) the hypercohomology H∗(X; IS∗) of IS∗

by any definition. We shall also continue to refer to H∗(Γ(X; IS∗)) as the hypercohomology

H∗(X; IS∗) as the spectral sequence does converge under our assumptions.

Remark 3.6. These observations provide a convincing argument that IS∗ (or any of its rep-

resentatives in the derived category) provides the correct “sheafification” of the intersection

chain complex for any paracompact Hausdorff filtered space of finite cohomological dimen-

sion: the hypercohomology of this sheaf provides the intersection homology modules defined

in Section 2, and we will see below that on topological stratified pseudomanifolds, these

modules agree with those defined by Goresky and MacPherson. Furthermore, on manifold

weakly stratified spaces and for traditional perversities, the hypercohomology with compact

supports gives the singular chain intersection homology studied by Quinn [21], who showed

that the constant coefficient compactly supported singular intersection homology on such

spaces is a topological invariant.

What we lose on spaces more general than pseudomanifolds is the axiomatic character-

ization of the Deligne sheaf. Perhaps the Goresky-MacPherson axioms can be extended to

give an axiomatic description of IS∗ on manifold weakly stratified spaces using the fact

that points in such spaces have distinguished neighborhoods up to local stratum-preserving

homotopy equivalence (see [21]). However, it is only compact intersection homology theory

that is a stratum-preserving homotopy invariant, and while locally-finite singular chain in-

tersection homology may be a proper stratum-preserving homotopy type invariant, it is not

evident that the standard local stratum-preserving homotopy equivalences to distinguished

neighborhood can be made proper. It is thus more difficult to compute closed support in-

tersection homology of neighborhoods in such spaces, and it is unclear how to proceed with

an analogue of the axiomatization as it is usually done on pseudomanifolds. Of course one

could start with a coefficient system on X−Xn−1 and perform the Deligne construction, but

it is not apparent that the hypercohomology of the resulting complex of sheaves will agree

with any goemetric intersection homology theory.
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3.2 Restrictions to subspaces

In what follows we will also need to compare intersection homology sheaves IS∗ on different

spaces. Rather than use the notation IS∗(X) to indicate the space (which runs the danger of

being confused with taking sections), we will indicate the space in subscript: IXS∗ being the

sheaf of intersection chains on X. We continue to let X be a paracompact Hausdorff space

of stratified dimension n and to let the perversity or superperversity p̄ and the coefficient

system G0 remain fixed but absent from the notation.

Suppose W is an open subset of X, inheriting both the restricted filtration and coefficient

system. We must study the relationship between the intersection chain sheaf on W and the

restriction to W of the intersection chain sheaf on X. In fact, they are quasi-isomorphic.

Proposition 3.7. Let i : W ↪→ X be an inclusion of an open subspace. Let IXS∗ and

IWS∗ be the singular intersection chain sheaves on X and W respectively. Then there is a

quasi-isomorphism i∗IXS∗ → IWS∗.
Proof. We need to develop a map on chains that will induce the quasi-isomorphism. We

begin with a map of intersection chains r : IC∞
∗ (X) → IC∞

∗ (W ). We will define this map

inductively over the dimension j of the chains. As in the proof of Proposition 2.9, we first

define r on simplices of C∞
∗ (X) and then indicate how to obtain a well-defined map of

intersection chains.

For j = 0, we define r to be the restriction map that takes a singular 0-simplex to itself

if its support is in W and to 0 otherwise. Clearly this takes allowable 0-chains to allowable

0 chains.

To define r on 1-chains, we consider each singular 1-simplex σ in X and send it to a

subdivision in W . By this we mean the following: If σ : ∆1 → X is the given 1-simplex,

consider σ−1(W ). This is an open subset of ∆1, which is a PL space, so we can find a locally-

finite PL-triangulation of σ−1(W ), which we then replace with a singular triangulation based

upon a partial ordering of vertices that respects the ordering of any vertices of ∆1 in σ−1(W ).

Our subdivision rσ of σ in W is the chain consisting of the composition of σ (as a chain map)

with the singular simplices in this subdivision of σ−1(W ). To see that rσ is locally-finite, let

x ∈ W and V a neighborhood of x with V̄ ⊂ W . Then σ−1(V ) ⊂ σ−1(V̄ ) ⊂ σ−1(W ). But

σ−1(V̄ ) is compact in ∆ and so intersects only a finite number of simplices in the triangulation

of σ−1(W ). Thus only a finite number of singular simplices of rσ have support intersecting

V . We define r on C1(X) linearly by some choice of such triangulation on each basis 1-

simplex. r is clearly a chain map up to this point. r then determines a map of intersection

chains (also denoted r) as in Proposition 2.9 by applying r linearly to constituent simplices

and subdividing coefficients in the obvious way. The 1-simplices in the image of an allowable

chain under r are allowable as in the proof of Lemma 2.6, and if ξ is an intersection chain,

∂(rξ) = r(∂ξ) is also allowable .

We now proceed inductively: assume r defined on all k chains for k ≤ j − 1, and

let σ : ∆j → X be a singular j-simplex. This time we choose a locally-finite singular

triangulation of σ−1(W ) that agrees with the singular triangulation of σ−1(W ) ∩ ∂∆j as

determined by the induction hypothesis, as σ|∂∆ determines a singular j−1 chain on which
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r has already been defined. In particular, we triangulate σ−1(W ) by singular chains using

a partial ordering of vertices of a polyhedral subdivision consistent with that given by the

subdivision of the boundary. r is then extended linearly to all j-chains by choosing such a

subdivision of each singular j-simplex. Again it is clear that r will be a chain map, and it

induces a chain map IC∞
∗ (X) → IC∞

∗ (W ) as in Proposition 2.9.

Note that we are free to choose r so that if |σ| ⊂ W , then rσ = σ.

Now, if U is an open set of W with Ū ⊂ W , the chain map r induces a chain map

IC∞
∗ (X, X − Ū) → IC∞

∗ (W,W − Ū), and, in particular, if x ∈ W , we obtain maps

limx∈V IC∞
∗ (X, X − V̄ ) → limx∈V IC∞

∗ (W,W − V̄ ). This induces a map from i∗IXS∗ =

IXS∗|W → IWS∗. To show that it is a quasi-isomorphism, we need only demonstrate an

isomorphism on stalk cohomology.

We first prove surjectivity. Let s ∈ H∗(IWS∗)x = H∗(IWS∗x), which is isomorphic to

both limx∈V IHc
n−∗(W,W − V̄ ) and limx∈V IH∞

n−∗(W,W − V̄ ) since IWS∗ is the sheafification

of both IW S∗ and KW S∗. Choose V and [ξ] ∈ IHc
n−∗(W,W − V̄ ) such that ξ represents

s. Then [ξ] can be represented by a finite chain ξ with |ξ| ⊂ W . We can also consider

ξ as an element of any of ICc
n−∗(W ), IC∞

n−∗(W ), ICc
n−∗(X), or IC∞

n−∗(X). Furthermore,

since the inclusion IHc
n−∗(W,W − V̄ ) → IH∞

n−∗(W,W − V̄ ) commutes with projection to the

direct limit (which is essentially the content of the surjectivity half of Lemma 3.1), s is also

represented by [ξ] ∈ IH∞
n−∗(W,W − V̄ ). Since |ξ| ⊂ W , rξ = ξ, and it follows that the class

of ξ in IH∞
n−∗(X,X − V̄ ) will map to [ξ] ∈ IH∞

n−∗(W,W − V̄ ) under r∗. This shows that the

sheaf map induced by r is surjective on stalk cohomology.

Next suppose that s ∈ H∗(i∗IXS∗)x
∼= limx∈V IHc

n−∗(X, X − V̄ ) and that rs = 0 ∈
H∗(IWS∗)x. For each V̄ ⊂ W , it follows by excision (Lemma 2.11) that IHc

n−∗(X,X− V̄ ) ∼=
IHc

n−∗(W,W − V̄ ) by excising the complement of W . Since the excision isomorphism is

induced by inclusion, there is an open set V and a finite chain ξ in ICc
n−∗(W ) whose class

in IHc
n−∗(X, X − V̄ ) represents s. As in the argument of the preceding paragraph, ξ also

represents s as an element of IH∞
n−∗(X, X − V̄ ). Furthermore, as a chain rξ = ξ, and so ξ

also represents rs ∈ H∗(i∗IWS∗)x
∼= limx∈V IH∞

n−∗(W,W − V̄ ) ∼= limx∈V IHc
n−∗(W,W − V̄ ).

Now if rs = 0, that implies that for some smaller open set U , [ξ] = 0 ∈ IHc
n−∗(W,W − Ū).

Let Ξ be a chain representing an element of ICc
n−∗(W,W − Ū) such that ∂Ξ = ξ + γ, where

|γ| ⊂ W − Ū . Now again, we can also think of Ξ ∈ IC∞
n−∗(X) and the equation ∂Ξ = ξ + γ

continues to hold in this module. Thus [ξ] = 0 ∈ IH∞
n−∗(X, X − Ū), and s = 0.

We can also construct an explicit quasi-isomorphism in the other direction from IWS∗
to IXS∗|W . In fact, this quasi-isomorphism is much easier to construct, though we will need

the other one explicitly in what follows. Recall that these sheaves are the sheafifications of

the pre-sheaves KW S∗ and KXS∗, where KXSn−∗(V ) = ICc
∗(X, X − V̄ ;G0), and similarly

for KW Sn−∗(V ). Since W is open in X, IXS∗|W is simply the sheafification of the restriction

of IXS∗ to W . But for V open with V̄ ⊂ W , the map induced by inclusion i : ICc
∗(W,W −

V̄ ;G0) → ICc
∗(X, X − V̄ ;G0) induces a map of presheaves which, by Lemma 2.11, induces a
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homology isomorphism by excision of X −W . Since for all pairs U ⊂ V the diagram

IHc
∗(W,W − V̄ ;G0)

i∗−−−→ IHc
∗(X, X − V̄ ;G0)y

y
IHc

∗(W,W − Ū ;G0)
i∗−−−→ IHc

∗(X, X − Ū ;G0)

commutes, the map of direct systems induces an isomorphism limx∈V IHc
∗(W,W − V̄ ;G0) →

limx∈V IHc
∗(X, X − V̄ ;G0). This shows that i induces a quasi-isomorphism of sheaves.

Furthermore, r and i are quasi-inverses: Let x ∈ W and let s ∈ IWS∗x. It follows

as in the proof of Proposition 3.7 that s can be represented locally by a finite chain ξ ∈
ICc

∗(W,W − V̄ ) ⊂ IC∞
∗ (W,W − V̄ ) for some neighborhood V of x. Under i, ξ also represents

an element of IC∞
∗ (X, X − V̄ ), and r(ξ) = ξ since |ξ| ⊂ W . Thus ri(ξ) also represents s. So

ri is the identity at each stalk in W , and it induces the identity isomorphism on cohomology

stalks. Now, since r∗i∗ is the identity on cohomology stalks, we have i∗r∗i∗ = i∗. But i∗ is a

homology isomorphism, so i∗r∗ is also the identity map on cohomology stalks. Thus i and r

are quasi-inverses.

We next utilize Proposition 3.7, together with our earlier intersection homology com-

putations, to compute the map induced by restriction from the intersection homology of

a distinguished neighborhood to that of the corresponding deleted distinguished neighbor-

hood. This will be important below in demonstrating that the sheaf attaching map is an

isomorphism in a certain range.

Proposition 3.8. Let Lk−1 be a compact filtered space. Let x be the cone point of cL. The

restriction map r : IC∞
∗ (cL×Rn−k) → IC∞

∗ ((cL− x)×Rn−k) of Proposition 3.7 induces an

isomorphism on homology in dimensions ≥ n− p̄(k) and the 0 map otherwise.

Proof. First note that it follows from Propositions 2.20 and 2.18 that IH∞
∗ (cL×Rn−k) = 0

for ∗ < n− p̄(k).

By Propositions 2.20 and 2.22, the homology modules IH∞
∗ (cL×Rn−k) and IH∞

∗ ((cL−
x)×Rn−k) are respectively isomorphic to IH∞

∗−(n−k)(cL) and IC∞
∗−(n−k)(cL− x). By Propo-

sition 2.18 the former is isomorphic to IH∗−(n−k)−1(L) for ∗ − (n − k) ≥ k − p̄(k) (i.e. for

∗ ≥ n− p̄(k)), while by Proposition 2.15, the latter is always isomorphic to IH∗−(n−k)−1(L).

Thus abstractly the modules are isomorphic in the appropriate range. We must show that

the isomorphism is induced by r.

By the Remarks following the proofs of Propositions 2.15, 2.18, 2.20, and 2.22, if ξ is a

chain representing an element [ξ] ∈ IH∗−(n−k)−1(L), then the image of [ξ] in IH∞
∗ (cL×Rn−k)

and IH∞
∗ ((cL−x)×Rn−k) under these isomorphisms (in the appropriate dimension ranges)

are given, respectively, by the chains cξ×Rn−k and ξ×(0, 1)×Rn−k (where we have identified

cL− x with L× (0, 1)).

So now let [ζ] ∈ IH∞
i (cL × Rn−k), i ≥ n − p̄(k), and let ξ represent the corresponding

class in IHi−(n−k)−1(L) so that we can take cξ × Rn−k as a chain representing the class

[ζ]. It will suffice to show that r(cξ × Rn−k) represents the correct corresponding class in

IH∞
i ((cL − x) × Rn−k), i.e. that it can be written as ξ × (0, 1) × Rn−k+1. But this follows

now from the definitions:
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If σj : ∆j → L is a singular simplex in ξ, each cσj × Rn−k of cξ × Rn−k comes from

composing a singular triangulation of c∆j × Rn−k with the product of σj and the identity

maps in the Rn−k and cone directions. In other words, if (x, t, s) ∈ c∆j×Rn−k, with x ∈ ∆j,

t ∈ (0, 1), and s ∈ Rn−k, then, as a map, (cσj × Rn−k)(x, t, s) = (σ(x), t, s) ∈ cL × Rn−k.

Composing with the singular triangulation of c∆j ×Rn−k gives cσj ×Rn−k as a chain. Then

of course cξ×Rn−k is the sum of the cσj×Rn−k weighted by the similarly treated coefficients

cnj × Rn−k.

Since |cσj × Rn−k| intersects x× Rn−k only along the image of z × Rn−k, where z is the

cone point of c∆j, the effect of r on cσj × Rn−k is, by definition, the chain obtained by

retriangulating (c∆j − z) × Rn−k according to the construction of r in Proposition 3.7 and

composing with the map cσj ×Rn−k restricted to (c∆j − z)×Rn−k. But of course, since r is

a chain map, these give subdivisions compatibile among the ∆j × (0, 1)×Rn−k, which then

can be used to define ξ × (0, 1)× Rn−k. But we know that ξ × (0, 1)× Rn−k represents the

desired class in IH∞
∗ ((cL− x)× Rn−k).

3.3 Agreement of singular IH theory with Deligne-sheaf IH the-

ory

In this section, we show that on a paracompact topological pseudomanifold, the sheaf com-

plex IS∗ defined in Section 3.1 is quasi-isomorphic to the corresponding Deligne sheaf. This

implies that, for traditional perversities, IH∞
∗ (X;G0) as defined in Section 2 is isomorphic

to the intersection homology of Goresky and MacPherson [10], while for superperversities

with p̄ = 1, it is isomorphic to the superperverse intersection homology occuring in the

superduality theorem of Cappell and Shaneson [4].

Let X be a paracompact n-dimensional topological stratified pseudmanifold. Then, as

noted in [2, p. 60], X has cohomological dimension n and is locally compact, hence locally

paracompact. In addition, distinguished neighborhoods are each paracompact: by general

topology (see [13, Th. 2-65]), it suffices that each distinguished neighborhood N is locally

compact Hausdorff and the union of a countable number of compact sets, which is easily

verified. We also fix a ground ring R with unit and of finite cohomological dimension. Let

G be a local coefficient system of R modules on X − Σ = X −Xn−2.

Let P∗ denote the Deligne sheaf on X determined by a traditional perversity or super-

perversity p̄ and the local coefficient system G on X − Σ. When we wish to emphasize the

coefficient system, we will write P∗G. We recall that this is the sheaf on X defined induc-

tively as follows (see [10] or [2, §V.2]): On X − Xn−2, P∗2 = G. Then for each k ≥ 2,

P∗k+1 = τ≤p(k)Rik∗P∗k , where ik : X −Xn−k → X −Xn−k−1 is the open inclusion, Rik∗ is its

right derived functor, and τ≤p(k) is the truncation. Then P∗ = P∗n+1, and the intersection

homology of X as defined in [10] is isomorphic to the hypercohomology H∗(P∗).
Our main theorem essentially says that our complex of intersection chains with coefficients

G0 gives the same intersection homology modules as those obtained from the hypercohomol-

ogy of P∗, for either perversities or superperversities. More specifically, we will see that

I p̄H∞
n−∗(X;G0) ∼= H∗(P∗G⊗RO), where O is the orientation R-module on the manifold X −Σ.

So if X −Σ is orientable, I p̄H∞
n−∗(X;G0) ∼= H∗(P∗G), and even if it is not orientable, we have
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H∗(P∗G) ∼= I p̄H∞
n−∗(X; (G ⊗R O)0), since G ⊗R O ⊗R O ∼= G.

Theorem 3.9. Let X be a paracompact n-dimensional topological stratified pseudomanifold,

and let G denote a local coefficient system of R modules on X − Σ. Then IH∞
n−i(X;G0) ∼=

Hi(P∗G⊗RO). In particular, if X − Σ is orientable, then IH∞
n−i(X;G0) ∼= Hi(P∗G), and if X is

compact, then Hi(P∗G⊗RO) ∼= IHc
n−i(X;G0).

Proof. We will proceed by induction on the dimension n of the pseudomanifold X.

If X has dimension 0, then X is a collection of discrete points X = qxj, and G is a

collection of modules Gj, one for each point. The singular intersection homology reduces to

ordinary locally-finite singular homology and so IH∞
∗ (X;G0) = H∞

∗ (X;G), which is
∏

Gj

in dimension ∗ = 0 and 0 otherwise. This of course agrees with H∗(PG), which is Γ(X,G) =∏
Gj in dimension 0 and 0 otherwise.

So now, inductively, we assume the theorem has been proven for all stratified pseudo-

manifolds of dimension < n, and we fix for the remainder of the argument a perversity or

superperversity p̄, a stratified topological pseudomanifold X of dimension n, and a coefficient

system G on X − Σ. All sheaves from here out will be with respect to these fixed choices,

omitted from the notation.

We first truncate to a quasi-isomorphic sheaf complex that has the benefit of being

bounded.

Lemma 3.10. The truncation IS∗ → τ≥cIS∗ is a quasi-isomorphism for any c ≤ 0.

Proof. Here τ≥c is the standard truncation functor that gives

(τ≥cIS)i =





0, i < c

cok(di−1), i = c

IS i, i > c.

Truncation always induces a quasi-isomorphism for i ≥ c. We must show that the derived

cohomology sheaf Hi(IS∗) = 0 for i < 0.

Hi(IS∗) is the sheafification of the presheaf U → H i(IS∗(U)), which is U → IH∞
n−i(X,X−

Ū ;G0). To compute stalks, we take the direct limit over distinguished neighborhoods of the

point x. By Corollary 2.25, which says that the direct system is essentially constant, it

suffices to fix a distinguished neighborhood of the form Nα, 0 < α < 1, (in the notation

of Lemma 2.24) and to show that IH∞
n−i(X, X − N̄α;G0) = 0 for i < 0. Let L denote the

compact n− j − 1 dimensional link pseudmanifold of x so that Nα
∼= cL× Rj.

Now by Lemma 2.12, IH∞
∗ (X,X − N̄α;G0) ∼= IHc

∗(X, X − N̄α;G0), which by stratum-

preserving homotopy equivalence is isomorphic to IHc
∗(X, X − x;G0). By excision (Lemma

2.11), this is isomorphic to IHc
∗(Nα, Nα−x;G0), which again by Lemma 2.12 is isomorphic to

IH∞
∗ (Nα, Nα−x;G0) ∼= IH∞

∗ (cL×Rj, cL×Rj−x;G0). It was seen in the proof of Proposition

2.20 that IH∞
∗ (cL×Rj, cL×Rj −x;G0) ∼= IH∞

∗ (cL×Rj;G0), and by Propositions 2.20 and

2.18, IH∞
∗ (cL×Rj; cG0×Rj) ∼= IH∞

∗−j(cL; cG0) ∼= IH∞
∗−j−1(L;G0) if ∗− j ≥ n− j− p̄(n− j)

and 0 otherwise.
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Now L has dimension n − j − 1 < n, so by the induction hypothesis IH∗(L;G0) ∼=
Hn−j−1−∗(P∗L,G⊗RO), where P∗L,G⊗RO is the Deligne sheaf on L induced by the restricted

coefficient system and orientation sheaf on L. In particular, IH∗(L;G0) = 0 in dimensions

> n − j − 1. So IH∞
∗ (X, X − N̄α;G0) = 0 for ∗ > n. Thus IH∞

n−∗(X,X − N̄α;G0) = 0 for

∗ < 0,and so Hi(IS∗) = 0 for i < 0.

So we have a quasi-isomorphism IS∗ → τ≥0IS∗. As a bounded from below complex,

τ≥0IS∗ has an injective resolution, say τ≥0IS∗ → I∗, such that Ij = 0 for j < 0. Then

H∗(Γ(I∗)) would be the standard hypercohomology H∗(τ≥0IS∗). But now the composition

IS∗ → τ≥0IS∗ → I∗ of quasi-isomorphisms is a quasi-isomorphism. Therefore, since IS∗
is homotopically fine, I∗ is injective, and dimR(X) < ∞, the associated map of spectral

sequences gives an isomorphism H i(Γ(IS∗)) → H i(Γ(I∗)) = Hi(I∗) for all i (see [3, IV.2.2]).

But we already know by Lemma 3.4 that H i(Γ(IS∗)) = Hn−i(X;G0). This argument legit-

imitizes our earlier claim that H i(Γ(IS∗)) should be called the hypercohomology of IS∗. It

now suffices to show that τ≥0IS∗ (and hence I∗) is quasi-isomorphic to the Deligne sheaf

and hence yields the same hypercohomology.

For convenience of notation, we let T ∗ = τ≥0IS∗.
To verify that a complex of sheaves is quasi-isomorphic to PG⊗RO, it is only necessary to

check the intersection sheaf axioms (see [10], [2, §V.2]). In particular, we must show that

1. T ∗ is bounded and T ∗ = 0 for ∗ < 0,

2. T ∗|X−Σ is quasi-isomorphic to G ⊗R O,

3. for x ∈ Xn−k −Xn−k−1, Hj(T ∗)x = 0 if j > p̄(k)

4. the attaching map α : T ∗|X−Xn−k−1
→ Rik∗T ∗|X−Xn−k

is a quasi-isomorphism up to

dimension p̄(k), where ik : X −Xn−k → X −Xn−k−1 is the inclusion.

We show that these axioms are satisfied:

1. T ∗ = τ≥0IS∗ is certainly bounded below due to the truncation. It is also bounded

above since there are no singular chains of negative dimension.

2. Consider the restriction of IS∗ to U2 = X −Σ. By Proposition 3.7, IS∗|U2 is equal to

the sheaf IU2S∗ of intersection chains on U2. But U2 is an n-manifold, so its intersection chain

sheaf agrees with the ordinary locally-finite chain sheaf S∗ on U2 with the given coefficients G.

Hence at x ∈ U2, H∗(S∗) = limx∈V H∞
n−∗(X,X − V ;G). Stalkwise, this is 0 for ∗ 6= 0, and in

dimension 0 we obtain the stalk G of G, the local orientation determining the identification.

Globally, we obtain G ⊗R O, the tensor product with the orientation sheaf. So τ≤0IS∗|U2 is

quasi-isomorphic to G ⊗R O.

3. We must show that for all x ∈ Sn−k = Xn−k − Xn−k−1, Hj(T ∗)x = 0 for j >

p̄(k). So let x ∈ Sn−k. Then x has a cofinal system of distinguished neighborhoods of

the form N ∼= cL × Rn−k, where L is a compact k − 1 pseudomanifold. So we look at

limx∈V IH∞
n−j(X, X − V̄ ;G0) ∼= Hj(T ∗)x. By the arguments in Lemma 3.10, for sufficiently

small N , I p̄H∞
∗ (X,X−N̄ ;G0) ∼= IH∞

∗−(n−k)−1(L;G0) if ∗−(n−k) ≥ k− p̄(k) and 0 otherwise.

So this module is 0 if n− ∗ > p̄(k), which implies that Hj(T ∗)x = 0 for j > p̄(k).
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4. Lastly, we must show that the attaching map T ∗|Uk+1
→ Rik∗(T ∗|Uk

) is a quasi-

isomorphism up to dimension p̄(k), where ik is the inclusion Uk = X−Xn−k ↪→ X−Xn−k−1 =

Uk+1. This map is automatically a stalk quasi-isomorphism at points of Uk, so it is only

necessary to check points in Uk+1 − Uk = Sn−k = Xn−k − Xn−k−1. As noted in [2, p.50],

demonstrating this isomorphism amounts to showing that for a system of distinguished

neighborhoods N of x ∈ Sn−k, H i(T ∗
x ) ∼= limx∈N Hi(N −N ∩ Sn−k; T ∗).

Now H i(T ∗
x ) ∼= Hi(T )x, and we have already seen that this is equal to I p̄H∞

(n−i)−(n−k)−1(L;G0)

if n − i ≥ n − p̄(k) and 0 otherwise. Meanwhile, Hi(V − V ∩ Sn−k; T ∗) is, by definition,

the cohomology of Γ(V − V ∩ Sn−k; I∗), where I∗ is an injective resolution of T ∗. Since

restriction is an exact functor and the restriction of an injective sheaf to an open set is injec-

tive, I∗|V−V ∩Sn−k
is an injective resolution of T ∗|V−V ∩Sn−k

. But by Proposition 3.7, for an

open set W , IS∗|W is quasi-isomorphic to IWS∗, the intersection chain sheaf on W . Since

the functor τ≥0 commutes with restriction, we see that T ∗|V−V ∩Sn−k
is quasi-isomorphic

to T ∗
V−V ∩Sn−k

, and I∗|V−V ∩Sn−k
is an injective resolution of T ∗

V−V ∩Sn−k
(where we use T ∗

Z

to denote τ≥0IZS∗; N.B. this is not the same as the restriction to Z, T ∗|Z). So we have

isomorphisms

Hi(V − V ∩ Sn−k; T ∗) ∼= H i(Γ(V − V ∩ Sn−k; I∗))
∼= H i(Γ(V − V ∩ Sn−k; I

∗|V−V ∩Sn−k
))

∼= Hi(V − V ∩ Sn−k; T
∗
V−V ∩Sn−k

)

∼= IH∞
n−i(V − V ∩ Sn−k;G0).

Now V −V ∩Sn−k
∼= (cL− x)×Rn−k, and by Propositions 2.22 and 2.15, IH∞

n−i((cL− x)×
Rn−k; cG0 × Rk) ∼= IH∞

(n−i)−(n−k+1)(L;G0).

So we see that, abstractly, H i(T ∗
x ) ∼= Hi(V − V ∩ Sn−k; T ) if n − i ≥ n − p̄(k), i.e. if

i ≤ p̄(k). We need to show that this isomorphism is indeed induced by the attaching map.

This will be done in the following proposition, which will complete our proof of the Theorem

3.9.

Proposition 3.11. The attaching map α : T ∗|Uk+1
→ Rik∗(T |Uk

) is a quasi-isomorphism

up to dimension p̄(k).

Proof. Since we are only concerned with quasi-isomorphisms, we can replace T ∗|Uk+1
by its

injective resolution I∗:

T ∗|Uk+1
- ik∗i∗k(T |Uk+1

) - Rik∗i∗k(T |Uk+1
)

¡
¡

¡
¡

¡
=

µ

I∗
?

- ik∗i∗kI∗
?

The two vertical maps are induces by the injective resolution T ∗|Uk+1
→ I∗. The top row is

the row we wish to show is a quasi-isomorphism in the desired range. The box commutes by
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functoriality. The triangle commutes by definition. The lefthand map is a quasi-isomorphism

since it is an injective resolution. So it suffices to show that the bottom map is a quasi-

isomorphism. This is automatic at all points of Uk+1−Uk = Sn−k; we must check stalk maps

at points x ∈ Sn−k.

Let x ∈ Sn−k. We want to show that limx∈V Γ(V, I∗) → limx∈V Γ(V, ik∗i∗kI∗) = limx∈V Γ(V−
V ∩ Sn−k, i

∗
kI∗) = limx∈V Γ(V − V ∩ Sn−k, I∗) induces an isomorphism on cohomology

in the appropriate range. We will show that, in fact, this map of sections Γ(V, I∗) →
Γ(V − V ∩Sn−kI∗) (induced my restriction) induces cohomology isomorphisms for each dis-

tinguished neighborhood V . As the distinguished neighborhoods constitute a cofinal system

of neighborhoods and restriction of sections is natural, this will induce the quasi-isomorphism

on the direct limits.

So let V be a distinguished neighborhood of x, and let Z = V ∩ Sn−k. Since

Γ(V, I∗) −−−→ Γ(V − Z, I∗)
=

y =

y
Γ(V, I∗|V ) −−−→ Γ(V − Z, I∗|V )

commutes, where the horizontal arrows are restrictions, we can limit attention to I∗|V ,

which, by restriction, is an injective resolution of T ∗|V and IS∗|V . Since we have a quasi-

isomorphism i : IVS∗ → IS∗|V by Proposition 3.7, we can also consider I∗|V as an injective

resolution of IVS∗, and we obtain the following commutative diagram induced by these

resolutions:

Γ(V, I∗|V ) −−−→ Γ(V − Z, I∗|V )
=−−−→ Γ(V − Z, I∗|V−Z)x

x
x

Γ(V, IVS∗) −−−→ Γ(V − Z, IVS∗) =−−−→ Γ(V − Z, IVS∗|V−Z).

(1)

Since IVS∗ is the sheafification of the presheaf IV S∗ and since V is paracompact, Γ(V, IVS∗) ∼=
IC∞

n−∗(V ) by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 and by [3, I.6.2]. Similarly, Γ(V −Z, IV−ZS∗) ∼= IC∞
n−∗(V −

Z). We consider then the diagram

Γ(V, IVS∗)
R- Γ(V − Z, IVS∗|V−Z)

Γ(V − Z, IV−ZS∗)

r̄

?

IC∞
n−∗(V )

∼= φ

6

r - IC∞
n−∗(V − Z)

∼= ψ

6

,

(2)

where the map r is the restriction map of Proposition 3.7, r̄ is the map it induces on

sheaves, φ and ψ are the natural maps induced by sheafification, and R is the composition
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of the bottom row of Diagram (1). To see that this diagram commutes, let us begin with

a chain ξ ∈ IC∞
n−∗(V ). The image of ξ under φ is a section whose germ at z ∈ V is

the image of ξ in limz∈U IC∞
n−∗(V, V − Ū). The image of φ(ξ) under R is then simply the

restriction of this section to the stalks in V − X. Finally, r̄, since it is induced by the

map r on presheaves, takes Rφ(ξ) to a section such that at each z ∈ V − Z, the germ is

limz∈U rξ ∈ limz∈U IC∞
n−∗(V −Z, (V −Z)− Ū). But this describes precisely the image under

ψ of rξ.

We now require one last commutative diagram:

IS∗|V−Z
- T ∗|V−Z

- I∗|V−Z

IVS∗|V−Z

ī

6

- T ∗
V |V−Z

6

- I∗V |V−Z

6

IV−ZS∗

r̄

?
- T ∗

V−Z
?

- I∗V−Z
?

(3)

Here T ∗
Y and I∗Y are defined analogously to the sheaves T ∗ and I∗, but over the space Y .

These should not be confused with the restrictions, denotes T ∗|Y and I∗|Y . The map ī is

induced by the inclusion i : KV S∗ → KS∗. The left two columns commute by functoriality

of the truncation functor. The maps in the right column exist and create commutative

squares since the various I∗ can each be taken as Cartan-Eilenberg resolutions, which can

be completed to commutative diagrams [5] (note that the restriction of a Cartan-Eilenberg

resolution to an open set is a Cartan-Eilenberg resolution of the restriction). The two

lefthand maps are quasi-isomorphisms by Proposition 3.7 and the discussion following it,

and the horizontal maps are quasi-isomorphisms by Lemma 3.10 and by construction. Thus

all maps in the diagram are quasi-isomorphisms. This diagram induces a commutative

diagram on taking sections over V − Z. Putting the appropriate pieces of the commutative

diagrams (1), (2), and (3) together, gives us a commutative diagram
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Γ(V, I∗|V ) - Γ(V − Z, I∗|V ) = Γ(V − Z, I∗|V−Z)

¡
¡

¡
¡

¡µ

Γ(V − Z, IVS∗|V−Z) Γ(V − Z, I∗V |V−Z)

6

¡
¡

¡
¡

¡
R

µ

Γ(V, IVS∗)

6

Γ(V − Z, IV−ZS∗)

r̄

? f - Γ(V − Z, I∗V−Z)
?

IC∞
n−∗(V )

φ ∼=
6

r - IC∞
n−∗(V − Z)

∼= ψ

6

The upper right diagonal map is the composition of the upper left vertical map and the top

row of Diagram (3). Now, the two sides of the bottom square are quasi-isomorphisms, and

the bottom map is a homology isomorphism for ∗ ≤ p̄(k) by Proposition 3.8. The upper

left vertical map is induced by a quasi-isomorphism from a homotopically fine sheaf to an

injective sheaf and so is a cohomology isomorphism by [3, Thm. IV.2.2]. The map labelled f

is a cohomology isomorphism for the same reason, while the two righthand vertical maps are

also cohomology isomorphisms by [3, Thm. IV.2.2], being induced by quasi-isomorphisms of

injective sheaves. Hence, it follows that the top horizontal map, as desired, is a cohomology

isomorphism for ∗ ≤ p̄(k).

This concludes the proof.

Corollary 3.12. Let X be a paracompact n-dimensional topological stratified pseudomani-

fold, and let G denote a local coefficient system of R modules on X−Σ. Then Hi
c(P∗G⊗RO) ∼=

IHc
n−i(X;G0).

Proof. By definition, Hi
c(P∗) ∼= H i(Γc(X; I∗), where I∗ is an injective resolution of P∗.

Since P∗ and IS∗ are quasi-isomorphic, dimR X < ∞, and IS∗ is homotopically fine, [3,

Thm. IV.2.2] then yields an isomorphism Hi
c(P∗) ∼= H i(Γc(X; IS∗)). So it remains to see

that Γc(X; IS∗) ∼= ICc
n−∗(X).

By [3, Thm. I.6.2], since IS∗ has no non-trivial 0 sections (by Lemma 3.2), Γc(X; IS∗)
is isomorphic to the submodule of IS∗(X) = IC∞

n−∗(X) consisting of presheaf sections with

compact support. But these are exactly the compactly supported (finite) intersection chains

ICc
n−∗(X).

This corollary says that the hypercohomology with compact supports of the Deligne sheaf

complex can be computed via finite singular chain intersection homology. In particular, it is

a stratum-preserving homotopy invariant:
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Corollary 3.13. Let f : X → Y be a stratum-preserving homotopy equivalence of paracom-

pact n-dimensional stratified topological pseudomanifolds. Then Hi
c(P∗G⊗RO(Y )) ∼= Hi

c(P∗f∗G⊗Rf∗O(X)).

3.4 Calculation on PL pseudomanifolds

In this section, we indicate how superperverse intersection homology may be computed on

PL pseudomanifolds via direct use of simplicial chains.

Suppose that X is an n-dimensional PL stratified pseudomanifold. We assume X to be

second countable, in accordance with the definition of a PL space given in [14]. In this case,

X is embeddable in some RN , and, in particular, X is metrizable and thus paracompact [14,

Ch. III].

Given any fixed triangulation K of X compatible with the stratification (i.e. each skeleton

X i is a subpolyhedron), we can form the simplicial intersection chain complex Ip̄
KC

∞
∗ (X;G0).

In particular, let G0 continue to denote a coefficient system given by G on X−Σ = X−Xn−2

and by a 0 coeficient system on Σ. Then any simplex σ in K can be given a coefficient by

lifting the complement in σ of σ∩Σ to the covering space G. Any simplex lying in Σ is given

a 0 coefficient. Boundaries of simplices are then computed via the usual formula, taking

coefficients given by restricting lifts of faces not contained in Σ and discarding (equivalently

giving 0 coefficients to) faces contained in Σ. An i-simplex σ is p̄ allowable if dim(σ∩Xn−k) ≤
i − k + p̄(k), and an i-chain ξ is p̄ allowable if each simplex with non-zero coefficient in ξ

and ∂ξ is p̄ allowable. Thus Ip̄
KC

∞
∗ (X;G0) is a direct generalization of the usual simplicial

intersection with closed supports [10]. This gives a candidate intersection chain complex,

and we claim that its homology gives the same intersection homology modules as obtained

via the singular chain complex, at least provided we take a sufficiently fine triangulation.

In particular, as in [9] (see also [2, Ch. I,II]), we can form the direct limit of the chain

complexes Ip̄C
∞
∗ (X;G0) = limK Ip̄

KC
∞
∗ (X;G0) under the direct system given by refinement of

triangulations, or, following the appendix by Goresky and MacPherson in [18], we can choose

any triangulation compatible with the stratification, subdivide barycentrically once, and then

define intersection chains with respect to the resulting complex Ip̄
K′C

∞
∗ (X;G0). Ip̄C

∞
∗ (X;G0)

and Ip̄
K′C

∞
∗ (X;G0) will be quasi-isomorphic by the same methods discussed there. Then one

can proceed as in [10] or [2] to produce sheaves of PL intersection chains as the sheafification

of the presheaf U → Ip̄C
∞
∗ (U ;G0). In this case, the sheaf so obtained will be soft, follow-

ing the same proof as given by Habegger in [2, §II.5]. The PL computations of the local

intersection homology groups over distinguished neighborhoods and deleted distinguished

neighborhoods also can proceed as in [2, §II], but with sufficient modifications due to the

coefficient system G0. We see that we have obtained a sheaf satisfying the correct axioms

for the superperverse intersection homology theory.

So, by the axiomatic nature of the Deligne sheaf construction and the softness of the sheaf

associated to Ip̄C
∞
∗ (X;G0), we have H∗(P∗) ∼= Hn−∗(Ip̄C

∞
∗ (X;G0)) ∼= Hn−∗(I

p̄
K′C

∞
∗ (X;G0)).

Thus superperverse intersection homology can be computed simplicially on a PL stratified

pseudomanifold. Furthermore, if X is compact, then we may use finite chains.
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